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Day 1 | October 16, 2019

K1: Fatima and Amna Sultan
Day 1 | Oct. 16, 2019 | 8:45 | IB 120
Speaker Summary:
Fatima and Amna are two young entrepreneurs that are on a journey to make an
impact to inspire and empower people to make real and positive change. Inspired
by their father, Sultan Akif, they represent their gender and their generation in their
mission to use art to bring the world together. They strongly believe that empowering
the next generation is crucial if we are to ensure a sustainable future. Through their
social enterprise, Two Sisters on a Mission, they seek to showcase not just the art, but
also the message and stories behind the art and the artist which they believe bring life
to their art. Despite their age, they have a vast amount of experience from travelling
the world and building libraries for various communities. Through their travels, they
questioned why nobody was helping individuals in marginalized communities, especially
artists. Instead of being detered by the fact that a social enterprise has not been
created to solve this issue, they saw it as an opportunity to make a difference. They
then came to the conclusion that everyone has the potential to make a difference
and to fulfill their dreams. But people are often held back from pursuing their dreams.
Fatima and Amna want to inspire hope and spread their message: that everyone is
fully capable of accomplishing their dreams, that we are ‘enough’, and that there is no
better time to act on our dreams than now. Their drive and determination eventually
lead them to present their business on the TV show Dragons Den. Fatima and Amna
belong to a generation of youth that seek to make change.
Key Learnings & Messages:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Age is a non-factor in making change.
To build a sustainable future, we need to empower the next generation.
We all have the potential to fulfill our dreams
No matter how small our actions may be, we must remember that we have the
power to greatly impact the lives of others.
5. There is never a perfect time to follow your dreams, but today is a perfect day to
start.
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K1: John Holmberg
Day 1 | Oct. 16, 2019 | 8:45 | IB 120
Speaker Summary:
John spoke on a lot of topics connecting to both Shashi and Jacob’s classes. The core
ideas behind his talk revolved around radical change for creating sustainability rather
than maintaining the status quo. He emphasized the transformity of power is in the
language we use and offered 3 main keywords to think about going forward in our
sustainability endeavors: transformation, integration and universality. His nauticalthemed model of Cruise Mode vs Exploration Mode was an interesting, yet familiar
approach to the management vs leadership debate discussed in Jacob and Kevin’s
lectures. Exploration/leadership/innovation cannot happen without the pragmatic
balance of cruising/controlling/steering, so we must find holistic ways to combine this.
John’s Lighthouse Model of society, economy, and ecology, with the latter making up
the base, and human needs being in the light’s focus, is another interesting way of
looking at Triple Bottom Line strategy. Assuming that ecology at the base represents
a heavier emphasis then John is truly advocating for where our priorities must lie.
One other major takeaway is his work in the Challenge Lab at Chalmer’s University.
He discussed matrix organizations and the Knowledge Triangle (research, education,
innovation) and the importance of having honest conversation between stakeholders
in the public, private and academic sectors. Students studying in the Masters programs
there came from diverse backgrounds much like the MScSM Program and because
they did not represent anyone with a hidden agenda they could invite various industry
stakeholders to round-table talks and create a “neutral arena” while still asking the hot
topic questions. Interestingly, research on the academic settings shows that creative
thinking and authentic collaboration can only occur when there is an understanding of
trust built in the community. In this way we dare to take risks, make mistakes and push
the necessary boundaries to create true sustainable change.
Key Learnings & Messages:
1. Trust fuels creativity
• the MScSM Program knows this – creating a comfortable, supportive, caring
environment builds trust necessary for doing our best work and coming up with
solutions to drive change
• studies show most creative universities also have the most trust
• lack of trust causes fear of taking risks and fear of each other’s opinions, which
creates a negative feedback loop as explained in the diagrams
• listening and understanding, empathy etc, all help to build trust and collaboration
rather than fear and competition
6

K1: John Holmberg (continued)
Day 1 | Oct. 16, 2019 | 8:45 | IB 120
2. Don’t measure ecological footprint by HANDPRINT of hope
• this mentality started in the East and has been gaining popularity - I like this one
because it is ties in with the idea from the Flourishing book I read : “creating
sustainability rather than reducing unsustainability”
• we should not be reactive but proactive when it comes to climate change
• similar to healthcare: we should be preventative to the symptoms rather than
diagnostic once the damage is already done
3. Language is power
• as John says “transformity of power is in the text we use, they can be the keywords
for changing the world”
• applicable to all our classes and every job sector
• both oral and written communication
• framing – do your words empower or disempower?
• recalls to the book Flourishing again and how words can lose their meaning when
they are exploited (i.e sustainability used by corporations for greenwashing –
creating the concept of “sustainability-as-FLOURISHING” helps renew interest and
hope in eco efforts)
• the greatest leaders knew this fact (i.e Martin Luther King did not say “I have a
nightmare”)
4. Cruise vs Exploration Modes (and other models and frameworks)
• Cruise mode = management side: routine goals, steering, controlling
• Exploration mode = leadership side: exploring uncharted territory, critical thinking,
reflecting, experimenting
• recalls back to Kevin Yousie’s lectures in the Bootcamp and also a lot of behavioral
psychology lessons in Jacob’s classes
• we need both to be successful – cannot have one without the other
5. Study the past to create the right future
• John’s lecture talked a lot about innovation but asked to what ends do we create
innovation for?
• our ancestors had a lot of the answers already and could have seen the downfall of
increasing development and technological advancements
• references to philosophers like Plato and the history of The Academy were
interesting and paid tribute
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P2: Opportunities, Risks, and Challenges developing
RNG Projects in North America
Day 1 | Oct. 16, 2019 | 11:00 | MN 1190
Speaker Summaries:
The three speakers gave in one presentation, as they shared with us how their
respective backgrounds merge: Carlyle, from the City of Toronto, worked hand-in-hand
with Rob from Enbridge in light of Tej’s consultation from GRD. Together, they made it
possible for the green bin program to go above and beyond in Toronto, to make use of
food waste and convert it to natural gas that feeds back into our homes, saving both
money, waste and added energy production.
The session started with Tej underlining the importance of renewable energy—
specifically renewable natural gas—and the installation of facilities that convert food
waste to RNG in cities.
Rob took it from there to discuss what Enbridge has done and is willing to do to shift
towards green infrastructure.
And finally, Carlyle walked us through the steps the City of Toronto took in order to
make it possible to have these facilities. One key message from Carlyle would be, “no
one made us do it. We just knew it was the right thing to do.”
Key Learnings & Messages:
1. Looking into new technologies is very important, but what’s more important is
messaging. “Why isn’t anyone talking about Renewable Natural Gas?” expresses
how an idea so bright can be overshadowed by the darkness of not looking.
2. Collaborating with the enemy is more fruitful than war and/or non-collaboration.
The City of Toronto used Enbridge’s pipelines to transfer their RNG. Maybe we don’t
have to remove these pipelines after all in the future?
3. Creativity and learning from examples are key.
4. Closing the loop is fundamental for sustainability.
5. Connect people together. The three speakers presented one presentation together,
even though they come from 3 different backgrounds: the city, an energy/pipeline
company, and a consulting company.
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P3: Committed to GHG Targets: Walking the Talk at U
of T
Day 1 | Oct. 16, 2019 | 11:00 | DH 2060
Speaker Summaries:
Ron Saporta: U of T as a whole is a large institution working towards operating
sustainably which largely includes carbon dioxide emissions. U of T has launched their
CO2 reduction target of 37% below the 1990’s level of CO2 and initiatives needed to
reach that target. This plan includes initiatives in the categories of production of energy,
distribution of energy and reduction in consumption of energy. Energy production
projects include expanding geo-exchange efforts across all three campuses. Energy
distribution projects incorporate steam to hot water conversion technology. Lastly,
consumption reduction projects involve enhancing building design standards and more
importantly source reduction of energy usage. Efforts and projects are on the path to
reaching 75% of the reduction goal. U of T’s actions are hopefully a signal to other
large institutions to take their own actions toward sustainability.
Saher Fazilat: UTM is taking action to make their campus more sustainable. These
actions include development of green buildings such as the Instructional Building,
transportation initiatives such as the U-Pass for students, community engagement, and
food service initiatives which includes vertical farming and the bee farm. UTM is making
strides in sustainability; however, there is still much work to be done.
Andrew I. Arifuzzaman: The Focus at UTSC has been and will continue to be on the
connections and partnerships of people. Sustainability initiatives have been aimed at
bringing the community around campus together and providing opportunities for the
community to thrive. Such initiatives include the Valley Land Trail which bring students
and community members close to the natural world. UTSC is also curating relationships
with the private sector through their passive house student residence. Here the campus
is working with industry experts to construct passive housing on a large scale for the
first time in Canada. The main focus of Andrew’s presentation was that partnerships
can drive innovation and sharing ideas can further that innovation.
David Sinton: David’s focus is how research can be used to tackle the big issues of
today. Specifically, he is working with CO2 capture and conversion. David is working
with a student group in the Carbon XPrize competition in Calgary, Alberta which is a
competition to create the most valuable product in the most efficient manner. The most
valuable products would be those that are used on a large scale, such as feedstocks.
CO2 is a large problem which requires a large solution and U of T is and can continue
to be a leader in rectifying that problem to move toward a sustainable future.
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P3: Committed to GHG Targets: Walking the Talk at U
of T (continued)
Day 1 | Oct. 16, 2019 | 11:00 | DH 2060
Key Learnings & Messages:
1. CO2 can not only be captured and stored but captured and transformed into
useful material that can then be used to make useful and valuable products (that is
feedstocks among other valuable products).
2. UTSC is developing the largest passive housing residence building in Canada and
in doing so is building partnerships with builders and trade companies to share the
knowledge of passive building technology and its benefits.
3. It does not take just one person or organization to make a difference, it requires
connections and a network of people, organizations, and communities to create
sustainable development.
4. U of T is accomplishing many great things at all three campuses; but there is still
much work that needs to be done in order to operate in a sustainable manner.
5. Although there is much work that needs to be done to move to a sustainable future,
if a large established institution such as U of T can achieve what it has and still
move forward this is inspiring to other organizations to move in the same direction.
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P4: Designing Sustainable Lifelong Learning Communities to Nurture SMART City Ecosystems
Day 1 | Oct. 16, 2019 | 11:00 | MN 2190
Speaker Summaries:
Robert Martellacci spoke briefly on the idea that sustainability cannot be achieved
without teamwork. As the moderator, he touched upon the fact that time and resources
are vital across different industrial stakeholder groups and that we must try and align
these industries. Once stakeholders in industries are utilized and used as a team, a highly
educated and skilled work/task force can be formed. He mentioned that innovation
occurs at the speed of trust – relating to the idea that trust is necessary in order to make
movement and to get people onboard with the idea of SMART cities. As sustainability
leaders, we must prepare ourselves and the next generations for the future, that “our
children will create”.
Catherine Chamberlain, a member of Erin Mills Connects – a learning community, focused
most of her ideas on the topics of community engagement and innovation. Erin Mills
Connects uses the idea of a collaborative community to increase human wellbeing. As
explained by Catherine, in order to achieve a cohesive and collaborative community
there are a number of stakeholders at play. Obtaining stakeholders came somewhat
organically to Erin Mills Connects, as they targeted agencies serving youth in the Erin Mills
neighbourhood and stakeholders gradually jumped on from there. Stakeholders, and
teamwork are necessary in not only the creation of a SMART city, but also sustainability.
Sustainability and SMART cities involve the ideas and efforts of numerous stakeholders
across different industries, which was touched upon by both Catherine and Mary Nanavati.
Currently, Mississauga’s focus is towards the technology side of SMART cities. Catherine
highlighted that face to face connections are vital and that without empathy and kindness,
trust is not normally obtained. In a world where there are so many opinions on issues such
as sustainability, it is important to try and hear everyone’s opinion (no matter their age,
gender, status, etc.).
Mary Nanavati, a co-founder of Erin Mills Connects, and Flourish Co., comes from both
a non-profit and educational background. After retiring from the educational industry
after 30 years, Mary brought a very interesting perspective to the panel from her past
experiences. Erin Mills Connects, which was based off of Brampton North West Connects’
model, bridges the gap between any and every possible stakeholder related to the well
being of youth in the area. Mary’s education background lead her to ask the important
questions. In a city that you would believe would already have stakeholder and industrial
connections in place, Mary realized that in fact, these connections lacked. In order to
create a SMART City, questions such as “What is in place?” and “Is there community
organizations in place already”, are vital for social sustainability initiatives. When focusing
on issues relating to children and youth, Mary touched upon the idea that the issues
are community wide and cannot just be handled by one individual or one industry. The
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P4: Designing Sustainable Lifelong Learning Communities to Nurture SMART City Ecosystems (continued)
Day 1 | Oct. 16, 2019 | 11:00 | MN 2190
health and well-being of youth comes down to the services a city can provide them, the
education they can receive, and the trustworthy connections they can make. SMART cities,
and sustainability issues must focus on creating conditions that allow individuals and
communities to flourish.
Shawn Slack, who is the Director of Information technology and Chief Information Officer
for the City of Mississauga, was apart of the team who lead the SMART city master plan
initiative in Mississauga. The idea behind the master plan was to implement a plan
that would engage and connect the city through data and technology. As explained by
Shawn, this was done through the improvement of city offered services, transparency from
government (including improving the accessibility of data) and allowing for public input
on terms of research-based decisions. The SMART City master plan, which was actually
inspired by a Canadian wide challenge, helped others in realizing the importance for
stakeholder relations and intelligent/thoughtful city planning initiatives and innovation.
In a world where technology is becoming more and more widespread, it is common for
society and communities to be afraid of its potential. Shawn touched on the fact that the
master plan focuses on bridging the educational gap in terms of technology and A.I., so
that members of the community do not have to fear the unknowns. Shawn mentioned
that without stakeholders and teamwork, SMART cities would not be possible. In order to
create such a plan, the city focused on six main ideas – people, economy, living, mobility,
environment, and efficient government. All of which were given measurable matrix.
Forming a SMART City does not only require teamwork, but it also requires a clear strategy
and must focus to a certain extent on governance initiatives. The main question brought
up by Shawn was – How do we make communities more accessible and inclusive through
city planning? A question that seemed to be agreed upon across the panel.

Key Learnings & Messages:
1. SMART Cities and sustainability efforts cannot be done individually – It “takes a village”
2. Engaging those who may not have a voice is important, as you never know what you
are missing by not encouraging them to speak up
3. Social and Economic sustainability go hand in hand when looking at community
engagement
4. A Question – How does environmental sustainability play a role in the Mississauga
SMART City plan?
5. Sustainability is about partnerships
6. Innovation and Initiatives stem from our youth – how can we encourage them to take
risks and to change the future world?
7. Human wellbeing is vital
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CA1: Transformative Learning and Sustainability
Day 1 | Oct. 16, 2019 | 14:00 | MN 2100
Speaker Summaries:
Elaine Huang: The Environmental Education Act in Taiwan was enacted in 2011
that requires about one sixth of the Taiwanese population comprising of officers in
government agencies, organizations, schools etc. to take an environmental education
course annually. Elaine Huang’s study was directed at measuring the effectiveness of
this act in the past seven years of execution. The findings of her study shed light on the
magnitude of underlying drivers of sustainability practices. The educational program has
been focused on managing rather small scale, individual behavioral changes. Therefore,
educational activities are not the effective solution to Taiwan’s actual environmental
challenges. Her research also found that the bureaucracy in implementing the program
is decreasing the overall ineffectiveness of its purpose. Furthermore, the state-led
emphasis on showcasing positive impacts of the act has reduced it to a symbolic
“green washing” program. Moving away from such induced environmental certification
program, the speaker proposed further research opportunities into more creative
approach towards environmental learning using opposing extremes of technological
advancements and human-centrism. Creating a sustainable society has inherent
complexities that require creative solutions. The discussion progressed with addressing
the paradoxes of a social reform towards a sustainable economy. Revolutionizing
production and cutting subsidies to fuel means loss of employment. Global computing
enables smart use of resources at the cost of focusing people’s attention on material
consumption. Building lifestyle and ways of belonging around their work, while
technology is better adapted through local design solutions. Encouraging empathetic
communities while they become vulnerable to exploitation. The speaker ended with a
quote from ex- UN Secretary General Kofi Anan that states, “Our biggest challenge in
this new century is to take an idea that seems abstract- sustainable development- and
turn it into a reality for all the world’s people”.
Paul John Meighan: The TLC is a cyclical, decolonial and eccentric process enabling
educators to implement holistic lessons integrating the past, present and future of
learners. The principles of TLC relate to learners by deciphering their past through
background knowledge and heritage language pedagogy, understanding their
present through critical literacy and showing them a future of sustainability. Paul
Meighan talked about the importance of TLC for current and future learners derived
from “critical consciousness”. The language used in making sense of the world view
have repercussions on how the environment is treated. The purpose of TLC is to
ensure environmentally responsive education and language. The presenter proposes,
questioning the lens or the world view that informs our perceptions may be a more
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CA1: Transformative Learning and Sustainability (continued)
Day 1 | Oct. 16, 2019 | 14:00 | MN 2100
sustainable way to use language. The TLC aims at a sustainable, decolonizing process
that develops transferable skills to learners to enable their interactions in social spheres.
It also allows them to experience in alternative world views, empower their voice and
identity, development of a critical lens that problematizes the status quo and participate
in co-creating solutions addressing real life problems. A sample lesson flow with TLC
application displayed the applications of critical literacy through rhetorical, grammatical,
lexical and cultural analyzing of the author, publisher and the text. The learners than
summarize their findings and reflect on the changed understanding of the theme. The
learners of the future generations will likely have higher technological adaptability; the
classrooms need to be updated accordingly. The presenter then highlighted the benefits
of including Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) in the classroom. Firstly, it creates
the opportunity to integrate multidisciplinary, real life transferable content of interest
to the lives of the learners. Secondly, the real-life problems that SDGs pose are readily
available for students to address instead of professors struggling to prepare artificial
problems for their curricula.
Lisa Mychajluk: This presentation questioned the effectiveness of learn our way out
of unsustainability versus learn our way into sustainability. While the definition of
sustainability remains unclear, symptoms of human overconsumption are present.
Sustainability requires a shift in lifestyle choices to mitigate the over consumption
patterns of humans. Lisa Mychajluk’s research focuses on ecovillages where learners
visit and stay with likeminded people to develop more sustainable life practices like
composting, re-using etc. Some ecovillages teach the UN recommended curriculum
while others have variety of learning sources. The learners who visit these ecovillages are
broadly categorized into two groups: 1) people visiting specifically to learn sustainability
and 2) residents of those communities. Theoretical literature on sustainability learning
is present, but not much was found on affective/ practical application. As sustainability
practices at grassroot levels remains unexplored, visiting and studying ecovillages
would provide some insight on the applications of sustainability learning. The presenter
referred to her research at the Dancing rabbit where the ecovillage produces 10%
less carbon footprint compared to that of an average American. The village commits
to building economic resilience with a focus on equity with activities like eating co-up.
Focused on building small on an individualistic pursuit, they have eliminated the need for
sewage system. Waste is collected and composted. The community share few vehicles
among themselves and has only one business that connects the outside world with
the ecovillage. Interestingly for the visitors, social interactions provided sustainability
solutions more that the environmental solutions practiced at the eco village. The
research also hints towards a founder syndrome issue at the ecovillages. The original
14

CA1: Transformative Learning and Sustainability (continued)
Day 1 | Oct. 16, 2019 | 14:00 | MN 2100
vision may not manifest into what the community becomes due to the personalities of
people who join. Being too rigid on the founder’s ideas often generates conflict.
Manuel Vallee: Manuel Vallee’s presentation narrowed down on universities and their
latent curriculum- universities own practices that students experience and learn from.
Among 1200 universities in the world, only 40 have partially divested from fossil fuel and
37 have fully divested from fossil fuel. Most universities do not pay for carbon offset for
faculty travels (some faculties individually do, but there are no encouragement or policy
in place). These are relatively low hanging fruits for universities to set visible sustainable
practices on motions for the students to reflect on. University students need some
other perspective on sustainability than the picture their institution draws. That was the
purpose behind “the assignment” designed by Manuel Valle. The students are asked
to choose any ecological issue they care about and learn about how their university is
engaging in that issue. Then the students are asked to find a comparative case using
Sustainability Tracking And Reporting System (STARS) database which is an association
for advancing sustainability in higher education. On the next stage, they are asked to
compare the cases on goals, actions and results. If there is any divergence, the students
measure institutional factors and contextual factors that contribute to it. The key
benefit of this assignment is that students gain the power to see through green washing
activities. It also enhances student engagement and they learn about the broader power
gained from comparative analysis.

Key Learnings & Messages:
1. Around the world, there are educators calling for urgency in curriculum reform to
respond to the changing needs of the world.
2. The curriculum designs in most academic institutes are remains of the British
colonization that are outdated and irrelevant.
3. The Newtonian world view has overpowered spiritual human connections putting the
younger generations at the verge of existential crisis.
4. Experimental curriculum developments, especially at the university level, are
reflecting higher levels of involvement and retention compared to traditional
classroom lecturing.
5. The sources of learning can be infinite- classrooms, nature, prisons, the human body
all hold supreme learning opportunities that should not be fenced.
6. Academic programs that allow students to challenge the theories and economic
models are aiming at creating thinkers for tomorrow instead of producing diligent
followers of the system. MSc.SM embodies this much needed academic revolution
and it feels great to know I am a part of this movement.
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CA2: Representations of the Environment and Sustainability
Day 1 | Oct. 16, 2019 | 14:00 | MN 2130
Speaker Summaries:
The seminar was composed of 5 different speakers speaking on 5 different categories:
Tourism, Religion, Material Engagement Theory, Petro - Cultures and Hip Hop. Not
only did each speaker represent sustainability in their respective categories but they
also represented ‘representing sustainability’ differently. In other words ‘representing
sustainability’ took the form of symbolism, speaking on behalf of, a portrayal, and
protestation.
The first seminar,Happy Family in Nature: Representations of Nature, Family Leisure,
and Ideal Parenthood in Taiwan by Peihua Chuo, “represented” nature or time in
nature as a status symbol. Ideal families spend time in nature and therefore if your
family spends time in nature, or is depicted as spending time in nature, you and your
family is of high status. Nature is therefore seen as a means to an end instead of an
end in itself in Taiwanese culture.
The second seminar, Laudato si’ Four Years Later by Philippe Crabbé, compares/
contrasts the ethical intentions and origins of Laudato si’, Pope Francis second
encyclical and attempt to “represent” environmental issues to the faithful. In the
Laudato si’, Pope Francis critiques consumerism and advocates for a ‘swift and united
global action’ against environmental degradation. Crabbé concludes by expressing that
religion unfortunately not been strong motivator to solve anthropogenic problems and
that ‘ethics of care would instead of stewardship’ would make for a more compelling
argument.
The third seminar, Material Culture and (Un-) Sustainability: Beneath Representation by
Peter Graham, questions where our representations come from initially? He argues that
interactions with the material world shape our thinking and since the material world
has become increasingly less “natural,” and less “sustainable,” our thinking and our
“representations” have also become less natural and sustainable. Therefore, solutions
to our climate and sustainability issues will need to come from “novel” thinking instead
of conventional.
The fourth seminar, Petro - Nostagia and Conspicuous Pollution: Social Media
Representations of Anti -Environmentalism Communities by Doug Tewksbury, explores
the “representations” of petro - culture and fossil fuel communities in the form of
‘Rolling Coal.’ By modifying a diesel engine to increase the amount of fuel entering the
engine, trucks are able to emit large amounts of black exhaust fumes. By ‘rolling coal’
in front of or at climate change protestors and filming and posting it, the “working
class” are able to express their resentment of environmental movements and their
16

CA2: Representations of the Environment and Sustainability (continued)
Day 1 | Oct. 16, 2019 | 14:00 | MN 2130
nostalgia for traditional fossil fuel culture.
The fifth and final seminar, The Role of Hip Hop Music in the Environmental Movement
by Rachel Wang, highlighted how hip hop artists are “representing” political, social and
environmental issues more and more in their lyrics. That artists such as the ‘Snot Nose
Kids’ are not only looking to entertain but also educate with their lyrics, coining the
term ‘edutainment.’
Key Learnings & Messages:
1. We view nature and sustainability from a human point of view and not a natural
one.
2. Religion is not a strong motivator to be sustainable.
3. Modern society’s desire/need to conquer and domesticate for safety/control is what
creates unsustainability.
4. There are communities that feel threatened by environmentalism.
5. There are artistic and popular ways to communicate ecological issues.
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CA3: Towards Improved Understanding of Variability in
the Water Cycle Behavior and Water Resources
Day 1 | Oct. 16, 2019 | 14:00 | MN 3110
Speaker Summaries:
Zoe Bedford: This presentation was a 4th year undergraduate presentation that focused on
LANDSAT satellite imagery to estimate the depth of 3 different lakes within the Credit Valley
watershed. The LANDSAT images along with depth collection in the field were used to create
images which mapped the bathymetry of the lakes with varying shades of blue to indicate the
depth of the lakes. This pixilation of the image was determined using the SPEAR relative water
depth tool which ranges coloration on a scale of 0 to 1 and is based on a depth of less than
10-15m where 0 is no water and 1 is the deepest water. Absolute depth maps could then be
created using a regression model and various accuracy assessments were applied to the data. It
was found that this method of mapping bathymetry of lakes using LANDSAT images is possible
but is not as accurate for smaller lakes as their data indicated false bottoms which could be due
to low spatial resolution, lake edge effect and turbidity.
Monique Dosanjh: This presentation was also a 4th year undergraduate paper which focused on
temporal trends in bathymetry within the Credit Valley watershed. Using similar methodology
to the previous presentation, lakes were mapped using LANDSAT satellite imagery. Remote
sensing is used to determine the reflectance return ratio between wavelengths which will
determine the depth of a body of water. The purpose was to use these images to estimate
how lakes and ponds change in depth between wet years and dry years in the hopes of aiding
future conservation efforts. Lakes within the watershed were larger than 55km^2 in area and
had various shapes and characteristics. The LANDSAT images were used to generate pixelated
relative depth maps and then a T test to test for significance in the results was applied. The
results of the T test showed that the data was statistically significant for every lake. They
also found that the depth in dry and wet years is different, which makes sense but each lake
responded in different ways.
David Ma: This presentation focused on the need for hydrological models and compared
various models to each other. These look at hydrological processes and extrapolate them to a
model. The purpose of the study was to analyze precipitation data sets using these hydrological
models and analyze their performance in the basin by comparing them to one another and the
observed precipitation for accuracy. The models used were CaPa, ERA5, and MERRA-2. Of these
models, all are similar to the observed precipitation of the Great Lakes region between Jan 2016
and Dec 2018. ERA5 had the highest prediction of precipitation, MERRA-2 was midrange and
CaPa generated the smallest predicted data. When these data points were plotted on a graph,
CaPa displayed the most accurate data and had the highest r^2 value. Various other statistical
analyses were performed on the hydrological models accuracy including RMSE, Mean Bias, and
Correlation R. It was found the CaPa performed the best of the 3 hydrological models studied.
Zarin Mom: This study looked at the effectiveness of LID (Low Impact Development) controls
on stormwater management. There is a lot of water runoff that affects urban and suburban
areas due to development that changes the ability of the ground to retain water i.e. putting
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pavement on top. This study used the Storm Water Management Model (SWMM) to assess
the efficiency of storm water management. Specifically, this study looked at areas within the
Credit Valley watershed that used LID strategies vs those that did not. This was primarily done
through GIS where data was layered on top of itself to form an image. In order to determine the
subcatchments effectiveness of stormwater management, the precipitation data was compared
to the outflow data within these areas comparing LID to no LID. It was found that when LIDs
were incorporated, outflow was a lot less that it was when there were no LIDs, without LIDs, the
outflow was almost the same as the precipitation (inflow). This is due to the fact that water was
able to drain back into the soil in the presence of LIDs such as permeable pavement.
Shadia Zaman: This study used remote sensing satellite imagery in order to determine soil
moisture within the Great Lakes Region. The images used were from the SMAP satellite with
a spatial resolution of 36kms. This study also used in situ ground based estimations of soil
moisture to compare them with the remote sensing soil moisture data. Statistical analysis was
then used to compare both the in situ and the SMAP satellite imagery. The results showed
that there was good agreement between the two and that the followed seasonal variability in
the same ways, i.e. there was higher soil moisture in the winter than in the summer for both
soil moisture measurements. Further statistical analysis was done between the two including
Mean Absolute Error, RSME, and R value. It was found that this method was able to accurately
determine soil moisture though the satellite imaging performed better for inland sites than
those near lakes.

Key Learnings & Messages:
1. You can figure out how deep a lake is based on satellite images and photo analysis tools
that can determine how much a certain wavelength is absorbed which I had no idea was
possible.
2. LANDSAT satellite imaging to determine depth can show the changes of a body of water
over time and see how much a lake has gained or lost water. This information can then be
used to manage the lakes more effectively and shows the consequences of climate change.
3. Hydrological models are an important tool in studying water resource management and
they look more at storm surge and run off. This is even more important especially in urban
areas where the effects of storm surge can be felt more intensely.
4. The same sort of remote sensing satellite imaging that two of the other studies used to
determine lake depth can also be used to determine soil moisture. This makes it a lot easier
for future resource management because it doesn’t require going out into the field to collect
data which may be difficult in remote places, and makes it easier to study the effects of
climate change.
5. There are tools and strategies called LIDs (Low Impact Development) which are materials
you can use around your home in order to absorb more surface water. Porous pavement is
an example of this because the water can still enter the ground instead of travelling along
asphalt as surface water. These LIDs help mitigate the effects of flooding.
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Speaker Summaries:
Bonney discussed how we can measure and detect forest growth and decline through
satellite images across suburbanizing spaces. This method can be used to detect which
areas are contributing most to forest and vegetation decline, and which are exerting
efforts in restoring and revitalizing green spaces. This method can be implemented
to monitor whether or not policies about vegetation post development are being
implemented or not, and to use it as a model for other cities to follow.
DeCock-Caspell was also using photography, but it wasn’t refined to aerial
photography, neither was it directed towards monitoring growth and decline only. Her
work was focused on detecting shoreline changes to evaluate the physical changes of
the coastline using historical aerial photographs, articles, or any piece of media that
can give relevant information. “We can distinguish non-climatic and climatic drivers
and connect the dots between the data and what was told during that time. (example:
1970s snowy winters in the great lakes; 1934 vs 1954 non-climatic drastic change: QEW
was built)”
Connie Ko uses machine learning to classify trees so that we can create a tree
inventory. The main idea is to use convoluted neural networks for self-learning of
classification and acquire data with more accuracy.
Key Learnings & Messages:
1. Monitoring changes and showing hard-scientific data is key in a world of narrative
and opinion.
2. Using data and technology as a tool to hold policy-makers accountable.
3. Scientific enquiry does not have to be separate from the community, rather engages
its members.
4. Technology as a means to an end entailing sustainability, rather than an end in
itself.
5. The world of academia must be merged with the world outside of it.
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Key Learnings & Messages:
1. Marijuana used to have a more positive reputation: used for fabric, food, paper, etc.
It has been grown for over 5000 years (oldest policies on record are recorded in the
year 1619).
2. Marijuana is the most commonly used drug today – 22 million people/year utilize
this drug
3. Sustainable diets are protective and respectful of biodiversity and ecosystems,
culturally acceptable, accessible, economically fair and affordable, nutritionally
adequate, safe, and healthy.
4. The continuous growth of immigrant population leads to exacerbation of healthcare
system issues, and these policies are increasingly affected by government (Trump
Government Regime)
5. Our population is continuously increasing: will need more land, for more food, for
more housing, etc. Therefore we need to understand how the types and rates of
land transformation is affecting the entire system.
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Speaker Summaries:
Mo Zhou: Mo Zhou presented her theoretical work on forest diversity and timber market
volatility. Using various formulas, Mo explained that there is a positive relationship
between tree diversity and forest productivity. She mentioned that single species
plantation (monocropping) usually results in efficiency and lower costs. Relating to timber
market stability, timber price volatility declines with species richness due to intra-market
substitution. This implies that biodiversity promotes market stability as well as social
welfare. Mo suggests that empirical research should be conducted to support the theories.
Hetti Arachchige Hemachandra Jayasena: Hetti’s presentation focused on the importance
of indigenous knowledge and practices for water governance in Sri Lanka. Climate change
and the Sustainable Development Goal (SDG) number 6 (clean water and sanitation)
was a key focus. Water governance was defined as “the political, social, economic and
administrative systems in place that influence water’s use and management.” Hetti
showed photographs of traditional and modern water conveyance systems and explained
that the new constructions are degrading water quality. In addition, climate change is
aggravating the water scarcity issue. Hetti’s main point is that indigenous knowledge
because modernization may not always be the best long-term solution.
Padam Prakash Bhojvaid: Padam discusses the transition to sustainable forest
management. He states that colonization has affected socioeconomic, legal policy and
ecological environments of colonized countries. This includes indigenous land use pattern
deforestation, trade/consumption patterns, exotics introductions, forest managed by
government (crown) and legal policy introductions suitable to colonizers. Padam explained
that forests could recover when the service sector becomes the dominant section, as
well as substitute products for timber. The takeaway message was that typical colonial
foresters must become a social and community forester.

Key Learnings & Messages:
1. The comparison of trees to wheat stood out in terms of the varying degrees of urgency
for harvesting. (Mo)
2. I learned the terms for three forest types: conservation, focused (production), and
restoration. (Padam)
3. It was interesting to hear that when service becomes the dominant sector, forests have
a better chance to recover. (Padam)
4. The term “silviculture” which is the art and science of growing forest trees (Padam)
5. It is a good reminder to acknowledge that modernization of systems are not always the
best option in the longrun compared to indigenous methods and systems. (Hetti)
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Key Learnings & Messages:
1. We need bottom up AND top down approaches that tackle creating a reality where
food is a basic human right
2. These approaches must be multipronged / reiterated through multiple lenses
3. We need a right’s based approach guiding policy to guarantee Canadians all can
eat according to the food guide (as problematic as the food guide might be; it’s a
start).
4. As a nation, we would do well to clearly evaluate and articulate what we grow in
Canada (corn, wheat, soy), for what purpose (how much export; how much to feed
animals in feedlots, etc), and evaluate how we want to do this differently.
5. There is work to draw on that offers some positive interventions (policy frameworks,
Canada’s food guide), though no overarching policy for entire nation.
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Key Learnings & Messages:
1. Humans are to view urban animals as residents, not pests
2. Urban wildlife deserves to occupy urban spaces and be protected from human
interferences
3. Urban wildlife species are highly adaptable
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Speaker Summaries:
Michelle Edwards and Caden Ziegler: The presenters shared their ongoing study that
is aimed to comprehend the outcomes of green prison programs- a place where two
groups converge: the people in prisons and people in environmental programs. When
an incarcerated population was exposed to working for environmental programs, they
largely displayed a positive impact to the environment overall. Some of the findings
arising at the early stages of the research indicate the following: (1) Biases challenged:
the participants shared their personal biases when it comes to the capacity of the
incarcerated to learn, do science, care about the environment etc. They admitted
having underestimated the capacity of incarcerated people to contribute to the
environmental sciences. (2) Preamble prison system: The collaboration between the
incarcerated, scientists and prison staff brought a change in the prison environment
and made it a point of connection for the incarcerated population with the outside
world. (3) New research perspectives: Conversations with the inmates raised new
perspectives that were not thought of before. In doing so, they inherently became
environmental advocates. The green prison program was aiming to transform the
incarcerated population. These individuals came to realize their own capacity to
transform in the process.
Johan Larsson: Johan Larsson shared the ins and outs of Challenge Lab at Chalmers
University of Technology. It aims to support the transition towards a sustainable society
through challenge driven innovation and co-creation. The challenge lab provides a safe
place for students to work in and to provide them time to reflect on their learnings.
The master’s students of Chalmers university can work on sustainability issues within
campus first, then move over to municipal level for their thesis. Based on the interest
of students and potential of change, students are encouraged to choose a thesis topic/
question that are leveraged on gaps identified between the present state and “the
sustainable future”. The success of the Challenge Lab is reflected through the studies
produced by the students that targeted solutions in a variety of modern sustainability
challenges including urban design, scaling urban experiments, urban freight transport
system, plastic recycling, solar photovoltaics, SMEs developing new mobility solutions
etc. Under the favorable sustainability context of Sweden, the important mechanism
of learning may be different from students of another context. The learning outcomes
for Chalmers University students reflect the contexts set and the mechanisms identified
tailored to their situation.
Atilla Lendvai: Atilla Lendvai’s presentation was focused on exploring the of outer
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pillar of our microenvironments. Much of our existing systems are not functioning
in the microcosmic space. The phenomenon can be compared to efforts trying to
straighten the leaning tower of Pisa instead of leveling the ground it stands on and it
is evident in the fact that humans are the only species that can live in isolation of our
natural habitat. Ecosystems are too complex to be understood by human intelligence
or super computers. Newtonian physics teach students that there is a cycle of energy
conversion and in everything else scientific (i.e. carbon cycle) which is a lie. It in fact is a
spiral- inner or outer rotation- that scientists historically indicated in their four disentail
reality challenging the existing foundations of three-dimensional scientific theories.
Ecosystems are supersystems that are spiral and four dimensional in nature. A higher
order indoor rainforest ecosystem can be created, that can redefine the traditional
building designs isolating people from the environment. Humans can get overpowered
by the effects of the ecosystem they become a part of (apartment building) and can be
brought back to balance. Designs centered around an indoor rainforest could be the
model for future residential construction.
Key Learnings & Messages:
1. Around the world, there are educators calling for urgency in curriculum reform to
respond to the changing needs of the world.
2. The curriculum designs in most academic institutes are remains of the British
colonization that are outdated and irrelevant.
3. The Newtonian world view has overpowered spiritual human connections putting
the younger generations at the verge of existential crisis.
4. Experimental curriculum developments, especially at the university level, are
reflecting higher levels of involvement and retention compared to traditional
classroom lecturing.
5. The sources of learning can be infinite- classrooms, nature, prisons, the human body
all hold supreme learning opportunities that should not be fenced.
6. Academic programs that allow students to challenge the theories and economic
models are aiming at creating thinkers for tomorrow instead of producing diligent
followers of the system. MSc.SM embodies this much needed academic revolution
and it feels great to know I am a part of this movement.
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Key Learnings & Messages:
1. Buddhist Ethics provide a comprehensive framework which deals with complexity
and change in a way that is much more comfortable with the features of complex
systems
2. The human is strongly affected by place, and place is strongly affected by humans.
Place shifts in qualities depending on it’s occupants (e.g. a forest takes on the
qualities of it’s plant and animal occupants)
3. Places come with meaning already embedded in them, affecting our perception
of the place. Humans also create meaning in such a place. This is indicated in the
whole body lived experience of place. This may also be referred to as meshwork reveals that beings are their very relations to other beings because they are entirely
entangled (separate from network, which implies that separate bodies are mingling
with one another but still not interlinked)
4. The environmental aspect of this crisis is only a small part of our predicament genes, culture, and history will affect how an organism/population may grow. Some
problem’s which occur today include climate change, land use change, etc (many of
which are interconnected)
5. We are genetically predisposed to observe these issues as distinct entities, when in
fact they are part of an integrated system
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Key Learnings & Messages:
1. Stakeholder’s perspective matters in any development if it aims at sustainability.
2. Behavioral science can be the tool to ‘manipulate’ consumers to go for sustainable
choices just as much as it was a tool for unsustainable choices.
3. Imperfection seems to be associated with authenticity.
4. Reframing our approach to consumers is key for a paradigm shift.
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Speaker Summaries:
Jaime Baxter: Waste diversion is affected by behaviours, perceptions, and attitudes.
Namely, this paper explored three hypotheses in regards to behaviours, perceptions,
and attitudes: (1) Knowing discards will end up in an EFW facility predicts self-reported
diversion, (2) Attitudes towards impacts of EFW facilities will predict self-reported
diversion, and (3) These two relationships will be robust in a regression model that
includes known predictors of waste diversion. The methodology included choosing
specific study sites that had and EFW facility on site as well as sites without EFW
facilities. Further statistical regression was done in order to determine the results and
conclusions. The first hypothesis was supported in that having knowledge that waste
will end up in EFW facilities is likely to cause discards in the garbage as opposed to
recycling. The second hypothesis was somewhat supported as some attitudes such
as health concerns of EFW facilities do impact diversion whereas other attitudes did
not elicit the same response. The third hypothesis was supported as the regression
indicated several significant indicators as likely predictors of waste diversion. There
are still challenges in that EFW facilities and landfills may be seen as environmentally
friendly and future technology optimism bias does and may continue to exist. Future
research may delve into a greater detailed survey with more probing questions to
further knowledge in this area.
Jae Page: Waste is not only an issue on Earth but within the space surrounding Earth,
specifically in low Earth orbit. Planetary waste is a relatively new area of concern;
however, this poses real risks to the planet’s health and well-being. Kessler syndrome is
a key concept here stating that if humans keep launching objects into space, eventually
there will be so many items in orbit that there will be a plethora of collisions to the point
where the planetary orbit can no longer be used. Democratization of space efforts,
commercialization of space resources, and militarization due to competing interests
indicate there is a great potential for more debris to be placed in space in the future.
Although the future debris is problem, a more pressing issue is the debris that is already
present in space. Industry collaboration may be the best option for reaching a solution
to this issue.
Key Learnings & Messages:
1. Regulation and arbitration is not a permanent solution and if there is hope for
resolution of the issues that planetary waste pose, industry collaboration and
partnerships can be the most productive means.
2. Behaviours, perceptions, and attitudes impact the diversion of waste from landfills.
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3. EFW may be perceived as a green technology and may cause recyclable items to
be diverted from the recycling stream and end up in the waste stream if the public
perceives the waste as being turned into energy.
4. Perceived environmental impacts were not proven to be a factor in diversion of
waste, although the definition of environmental impacts is not explicitly defined in
this case.
5. Waste on the planet and around the planet in the planetary orbit are both pressing
issues and need to be addressed with a systems thinking perspective.
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Speaker Summaries:
Ahmed Azhari: This presentations was focused on highlighting the design of the LEED
certified new Science Lab building on the UTM campus. It highlighted the need for
educational institutions that pride themselves on being known for research, must
also be sustainable. Various functions of the building were discussed such as bioretention cell to store and treat runoff water, green roof, heat and light harvesting
through geothermal rooftop photovoltaic cells as well as rainwater harvesting. These
characteristics, among others, all play a role in the energy performance of the building.
After implementing energy recovery strategies, fume hoods, better ventilation, LED
lights, they were able to reduce their emissions by 40% from Asher Energy baseline and
then a further 67.5% by using geothermal sourced heat pump system. As a result of the
addition of the ground source heat pump, this lab is ranked number 1 on the Labs21
list for labs of the 21st century and has become the most energy efficient chemistry
research lab building in North America for buildings in the same climate zone.
Nicolas Cote and Rutu Patel: This presentation focused on the sustainability initiatives
that were undertaken at three different universities including the University of Toronto,
Utrecht University and University of Edinburgh. This study was compromised of a
literature review of the initiatives as well as interviews conducted on the various
campuses. Their research focused primarily on pedagogy, research, economic and
social contribution of the universities. They found that for the 3 universities, each had
different goals and initiatives surrounding sustainability as well as well as different
governance structures used to head these sustainability initiatives. For the University
of Utrecht, there were multiple different entities that all performed their own roles
and projects. At the University of Edinburgh, the sustainability branch is within their
operational hierarchy so it is clear they would have a lot of say in the direction of their
sustainability projects. Finally, the University of Toronto sustainability initiatives are
managed outside of the hierarchy but involve faculty, staff and students in order to
work on various projects. Ultimately, campuses are areas where innovation can occur
and they can be leaders in sustainability as these projects are opportunities to do
better. This study supports the idea of “campuses as living laboratories” and discusses
the importance for regenerative sustainability but this will only be possible through
collaboration between various actors.
Natasha Davis-Williams: This presentation was focused on a literature review of
the various strategies that exist to deal with the effects of trauma in children. It
highlighted the negative and cyclical effects of trauma and how they can be passed
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down from generation to generation as violence is a learned behaviour. Ultimately,
this study aimed explain the severity of childhood maltreatment and its adverse effects
into adulthood with the hopes of improving social work practices. For children who
experience trauma, it becomes more likely for them to become bullies, and adopt
violent tendencies and if they do not receive the help they need they become adults
with the same problems. Currently, there exists a variety of strategies which all aim
to mitigate the effects of trauma and help children towards a path of healing from
this trauma. Specifically, the speaker addressed Trauma Informed Positive Education
which focused on mindfulness, Michigan Model for Health which focused on cognitive
and skill based learning, and Community Partnered Participatory Research which
focused on changing the environment in which the child exists outside of school such
as community centres. These strategies all resulted in fewer riskier behaviours and
improvements in decision making and self esteem as well as increased school support.
In sum, strategies are needed which break the cycle of abuse and create a better
environment for these children thus universal resilience curriculum is necessary and can
be implemented in school settings to foster better teacher-student relationships.
Verónica Solares: This presentation focused on an analysis of the current active
sustainability initiatives and projects at the Universidad Naciconal Autonoma de
Mexico (UNAM) in relation to the UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). UNAM
is a massive university in Mexico and one campus is the size of a small city thus
sustainability at this university is of the utmost importance. Sustainability research
has increased a lot over the last few years but only 29% of research projects are
related to the SDGs. Thus, the study aimed to categorize UNAM’s very large amount
of sustainability initiatives under the different SDGs. They found that most of the
initiatives and projects fell under the education SDG with health and wellness being
the next largest. They also found that more research is done in biology, chemistry
and other sciences and that most initiatives and projects are only concerned with
1 SDG and very few cover more than 1 SDG. There are gaps then in research in the
poverty and inequality SDG as well as feeding, terrestrial and marine ecosystems, and
production and consumption. In sum, this presentation highlighted the importance
of transdisciplinary projects and that there is room to do a lot more in terms of
sustainability research.
Key Learnings & Messages:
1. For sustainability initiatives to be effective, it needs to be an integrated process in an
institution’s governance and hierarchy. Different departments must work together in
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2.

3.
4.

5.

order to enact real change. I also learned that the University of Toronto has a long
way to go. Additionally, we really need to strive towards regenerative sustainability.
Collaborative and interdisciplinary action is necessary for regenerative sustainability
to be a possible. This is obvious to me now being in the MScSM program, but I
am happy that it is the message that is becoming the loudest in the sustainability
conservation. It goes back to what we learned in elementary school through doing
group projects, everyone has to work together to get the job done.
The LEED buildings on our campus are very innovative and I hope to see more and
more buildings will be created in order to obtain LEED certification as well as older
buildings being retrofitted with new technology in order to become LEED certified.
Trauma-informed strategies are absolutely necessary when dealing with children
of some kind of abuse. They should be implemented widely and taught in teacher’s
college as well so that teachers, who arguably spend the most time with young
children affected by abuse, will know how to approach getting them the help they
need and being more understanding of the struggles they are facing. This will surely
aid in the social pillar of sustainability and help to break the cycle of abuse.
Educational institutions have a really important opportunity to be leaders in
sustainability. Many sustainability initiatives that are in their pilot phase or need
to go through trials to see their effectiveness and areas of improvement can start
first on university campuses. University campuses are their own mini cities and
sometimes fully separate ecosystems to their surrounding areas. It is then vitally
important to use university campuses as living labs for progress within sustainability
to occur.
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Speaker Summaries:
Amanda and Bella hosted an awesome workshop that helped us understand how we
need to take a different approach when it comes to complex issues especially when
there are vulnerable communities involved, human or non human.
The exercises in this workshop help us understand the process of problem solving and
the different approach to help different communities.
Key Learnings & Messages:
1. A lot of social issues and environmental issues are interconnected and need to be
addressed from the base
2. There are multiple ways to look at an issue and system thinking is very important.
3. Provide tools not just capital to communities. Skills and education are much more
important
4. Communication and negotiation are important.
5. Learn from traditional ecological knowledge.
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Speaker Summaries:
Mitchel Selby and Rylan Urban’s solution session on addressing global biodiversity loss
was both informative and engaging. As 2nd year MScSM students they demonstrated
both in-depth knowledge of the subject matter and honed public speaking skills. The
presentation began with a brief overview of the matter at hand, which they took turns
talking about. There were 4 key messages: global biodiversity loss is declining, drivers
of biodiversity loss are accelerating, biodiversity is complex and requires transformative
change, and transformative solutions involve levers and leverage points. These points
logically followed one another and they very briefly touched on each one. Once the
issue was outlined, the presentation led into the case study portion. For the case study
we discussed the woodland caribou’s boreal population, a pressing issue in Canada
today and one which requires a lot of attention and care. Each attendee was given
an activity sheet and a pen so we could brainstorm ideas for solving the biodiversity
issue. This involved each attendee to think of a human action that could affect these
regions and then connect what the direct (i.e climate change, invasive species, etc) and
indirect drivers (i.e demographic/sociocultural, institutional/governmental, etc) would
be. We then listed what the key leverage points would be. These are the fundamental
reasons we take the actions which lead to biodiversity loss. We also had to include the
key levers, which are the actions which can be taken to change these leverage points
for the better. I found the brainstorming helped to consolidate the information we had
Key Learnings & Messages:
1. Global biodiversity is declining
• they went through these slides very quickly, but my takeaways after the session
helped to enhance my perspective on biodiversity and how interconnected the
various influencing factors are
• we discussed the topic with the example of woodland caribou, but it also made
me think of the Amazon rainforest where biodiversity is at its highest and how the
recent acceleration of forest fires and overall climate change have been decimating
wildlife populations
• as discussed in Harvey’s class and Barb’s bootcamp, there are unfortunately many
species that we will never even know existed because they will go extinct before we
can even discover them, as a result of human activity and climate change
2. Drivers of biodiversity loss are accelerating
• this does not surprise me at all and is directly related to all of our class learning
• this is completely ingrained in the system from the companies who directly impact
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ecosystems and wildlife (i.e oil) and more indirect institutions which support them
(i.e banks)
3. Biodiversity loss is complex and requires transformative change
• I am learning more and more how complex ecosystems and biodiversity is
• this recalls back to Harvey’s lectures on keystone species and how they play an even
bigger role in an ecosystem than other species – removing them causes a huge
ripple effect which can end up removing other species as a result
• the idea of transformative change ties back to John Holmberg’s speak earlier
and our professors’ lectures as well as various readings – we cannot just reduce
unsustainable behavior while continuing to use the same thinking, we must
completely change that thinking and create transformative sustainability
4. Transformative solutions involve levers and leverage points
• I had not heard these terms before, and when we applied them to the case activity it
helped to consolidate their meaning in a real world example
• using this type of framework in class could be useful for outlining assignments,
especially Harvey’s class where we discuss ecosystems and the interaction between
humans and other species
5. A reminder to be conscious consumers
• as discussed, biodiversity loss is very complicated, but by using frameworks that
outline the different drivers and leverage points, we can better understand our
impact and what we can do to change
• in the example of woodland caribou, our own consumption of forestry and mining
products drives the industries that operate in these vulnerable areas
• it is difficult – nearly impossible – to give up our reliance entirely, but if we can be
conscious about where our products are sourced from, strive to purchase the more
sustainable alternatives, and best of all, just consume less of it, we will be part of
making proactive change
• this should also be combined with proactive protection of the at-risk species
themselves through spreading awareness and supporting wildlife organizations
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CB8: The Three Real Reasons Businesses Want to Fix
Climate Change
Day 1 | Oct. 16, 2019 | 16:30 | MN 2110
Speaker Summaries:
Businesses want to: mitigate risks, capture opportunities and most importantly, fulfil
purpose within the industry and with consumers. These impacts, if not addressed
properly, could cause physical damage to the supply change, tarnish reputation or
lower asset value.
Key Learnings & Messages:
1. Business are taking interest in environmental sustainability
2. Businesses are investing in employees and encouraging participation and
engagement
3. Sustainability adds long-term value to shareholders which incentivizes future
investment
4. Deliver value and quality to customers beyond tangible materials
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K1: Ersilia Serafini
Day 2 | Oct. 17, 2019 | 8:45 | IB 120
Speaker Summary:
You can completely change your degree from one to another and be successful. Take
opportunities as much as you can, whether it be through volunteering, internships,
instead of trying so hard to climb that corporate ladder. Life brings surprises when you
least expect it, in addition to rewarding you, so there will be time when you can become
a CEO of your own energy efficient, Canadian owned company one day. If you want to
promote sustainable behavior to customers/society, you can’t shame them, guilt them,
or force changes. The solution is to incentivize them, trigger their personal needs such
as money, discounts, an exchange for something better, because at the end of the day,
even if they want to be sustainable/environmentally friendly, they need an incentive.
Key Learnings & Messages:
1. The tasks that Ersilia had to do when she first started out at the NGO after her
undergrad included public speaking, writing proposals and making confident
decisions to benefit the future environment are all similar work that we are doing in
our program.
2. Pushing behavioural change for consumers to care about the environment has to
be incentivized, or personal gains to make sustainable changes. I was surprised
that her pilot project didn’t include any enviro facts, it was strictly focusing on their
personal needs such as money, that eventually made them switch to cold water
usage
3. She was very relatable, genuine, and not greedy in being so centralized on one goal
of becoming a CEO. Instead, she took opportunities everywhere throughout her
career in order to spread the message on sustainability.
4. She had a very ambitious personality in creating behavioral change instead of
creating a hierarchy system is something I see in myself and current classmates.
5. It doesn’t have to be an extremely hard task for an individual or small NGO to
lessen environmental impacts. It just takes an enthusiastic, driven team. CleanAir
foundation and Ersilia were able to convert people in recycling 138,000 cars!
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K1: Gregory Cajete
Day 2 | Oct. 17, 2019 | 8:45 | IB 120
Speaker Summary:
The health of Indigenous people are essentially an indicator of the signs of climate
change. Their community is aware of the environmental impacts that arise such as
their food shortage, water quality, and other traditional practices that are compromised
or completely diminishing. They’ve relied on their historical trends that has aligned
with scientists’ research that climate change is imposing negative consequences but
Westernized views and actions such as economic exploitation and colonialization isn’t
anything close to respect. There needs to be collaboration with Indigenous knowledge,
NGO’s, and government to plan locally and understand each other.
Key Learnings & Messages:
1. The sense of community: the non-monetary value exchange of care, knowledge,
support, perception of belonging and supporting a sense of identity is what
Indigenous people heavily use. These sociometrics is what this program fosters too
2. We need to engage the community because they believe in a world view and by
collaborating and hearing their concerns and values, we can take action to make
healthier communities.
3. We need political restructuring and government support that not only affects
Indigenous people but other exploited races too
4. Used metaphors to describe each individual’s uniqueness and how connected
we are. This relates to SSM 1060’s reading on how metaphors takes on various
perspectives of deconstructing an abstract idea to understand it better.
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P1: Consuming Sustainability
Day 2 | Oct. 17, 2019 | 11:00 | MN 1170
Speaker Summaries:
Josée Johnston – The overall presentation focused on the importance of women in the
political discussions of food choices because they are the ones that often must provide
and cook for their families. She points out how difficult it is for woman to take on the
responsibility when it comes to choose healthy foods for their family because it can be
time consuming, and physically exhausting. She mentions that when they choose to buy
locally, they feel powerful, they see it as a political act where they are voting through
their sustainable consumption. However, Josee says that a key element of a woman’s
identity is that she cares for their family and for the planet through food choices and
choosing to buy local and organic is often difficult due to financial, social, and political
oppressions because they are often excluded from political discussions and questioned
by the society. Instead women should move beyond individual choice and be part of
political discussions taking an approach that is inclusive, critical and intersectional.
Shyon Baumann – The presentation was about how it is possible to eat meat ethically
by choosing alternatives to industrial meat production such as smaller scale companies,
which means less resource intensive, less pollution, more community oriented, more
realistic option for society who include non-vegetarian eaters. He mentions that
consumers often face barriers such as price, knowledge, access, habits, a niche
market when it comes to big meat industry choices. He says that it is important for
meat producers to understand consumer choices and consider them. He argues that
consumers need to vote with their dollars by choosing to buy more locally and ethically
and each individual action matters when every individual’s choices start accumulating.
Emily Huddart K. – She explored human-environment relationship beyond green
consumptions as well as other relationships. She says that green consumerism is
not the only relationship that shows that people care for the environment. In other
words, she argues that there are different categories of people that all care about the
environment in different ways and that choosing to consume green is not the only
way humans show how they care for the environment and that is because we all have
different needs, values and often the problem arises because of political and social
divisions.
Norah Mackendrick-- Consumers cannot be the only way we save the world, although
they play a big part in creating a new paradigm, the systems in which we live have
failed to protect our communities. For that reason, we need social movements that
put pressure on states, on retailers so that they change their buying practices, change
where they are getting the things that they are selling to consumers, and encourage
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them to come up with toxic policies and ranking them on toxic chemicals. Norah
concludes by saying that we need to form coalitions between different stakeholders and
points out that retailers responde to changes at the sate level.
Key Learnings & Messages:
1. Women should move beyond individual choice and be part of political discussions
2. We need to vote with our dollars
3. Social movements can be helpful to create change at the state level, which would
make other industries change.
4. There are not really any anti-environment people, political and social divisions
create those people.
5. Emily’s presentation on human-environment relationship and green consumptions
made me understand how often we categorize people as anti-environmentalists,
when in fact we all have different ways of approaching issues and we act differently.
So, deciding to consume green is not the only way we care for the environment and
for other people because we all have different relationships with the world.
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P2: Sustainability Reporting –Trends, Best Practices
and New Directions
Day 2 | Oct. 17, 2019 | 11:00 | MN 1190
Speaker Summaries:
Whitney McWade – Sustainability at BMO
• BMO’s core sustainability mission is “Boldly Growing the Good” – encompassing social
and environmental purpose
• BMO has $400 billion AUM in impact investing funds in order to solve sustainability
issues. This includes doubling its support of small business; removing barriers to
inclusion for women and minorities within BMO and its business partners.
• Banks are being looked at more often to lead the push for sustainability
• Capital is currently being mobilized in order to meet the UN Sustainable Development
Goals
• Ethical impositions are always welcomed!
• There are multiple pillars to BMO “Boldly Growing the Good”: the Sustainability
Strategy, Governance and Risk Management, Operational Sustainability and
Disclosure and Impact Management.
• BMO is moving towards operational sustainability by implementing waste
management and carbon neutrality plans in all its buildings.
• How does BMO report and measure progress on its sustainability metrics? Publishing
an Annual Sustainability Report using GRI and SASB standards; utilizing third party
assessments such as Sustainalytics.
• Is divestment from fossil fuels happening? No, as the economy grows, total divestment
will not happen.
• Sustainability Leaders BMO Podcast available – demonstrating thought leadership and
elevating the sustainability conversation.
• Materiality is important so that the company can find out what is relevant towards
sustainability.
Tim Faveri – Development of CSR Strategies for Small and Large Businesses: Maple Leaf
Foods
• Internal and external benchmarking in order to become the most sustainable protein
company on Earth
• What is the purpose of an organization? What is the mission? It may take up to 18
months to determine.
• Full integration in the food production process, from farm to table allows for better
scaling of sustainability.
• Issues Maple Leaf are looking at include food security, CO2 emissions etc.
• Four pillars: Better food, better (animal) care, better communities, better planetGRI
reports often reach over 100 pages of granular detail, KPIs for ESG issues can be
extracted.
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•
•
•
•
•

The road to sustainability is about progress, not perfection, while constantly raising the
bar.
Sustainability must be embedded into the business and not just be an “extra” – must
be at the base of the pyramid upon which all other business values are built
Shared Value Business Strategy: Creating shareholder and stakeholder value by
driving social and environmental sustainability by answering the question: How can
the products contribute to these social goods?
What drives profitability? For example, reduction in resource use and waste.
Community Involvement: there are numerous issues regarding sustainability with
regard to food insecurity. Connecting organizations via Maple Leaf non-profit to tacke
the problem.

Wesley Gee – Stakeholder Engagement, Technology and Sustainability
• How can companies engage directly with stakeholders on sustainability?
• In this sense, traditional CSR is “dead”: it must be less “random acts of kindness” and
more deliberate embedding sustainability within the organization
• Reporting must be “smart” – PDFs and mini-sites are useful to tell a sustainability
story to a wider audience. Reports must still be required for regulatory, stakeholder
and stakeholder consideration.
• Identify two or three front and centre issues on sustainability and identify where the
leadership on sustainability is within the organization.
• An integrated report must be about creating and sharing value
• How are inputs turning into outputs and impacts? Both positive and negative.
• 90% of companies have a strategy regarding sustainability on SASB or GRI goals
• Investors must be shown how the company understands the impact of 2-4C
temperature rise will affect their business.
• The impacts of acting AND not acting on climate should be shown in reports! (Total
Financial and Climate Disclosure)

Key Learnings & Messages:
1. Reporting on sustainability is essential for a company to have environmental or social
credibility with stakeholders and customers – which is incredibly valuable.
2. The manner with which the reporting is done is incredibly important – tell a
sustainability story and ensure the audience knows what the company actually does!
3. Sustainability is more than just environmental, it encompasses the social as well (BMO
women and minority business support)
4. Transparency and embedding sustainability within the organization is essential.
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P3: Whose Water Is It? A Panel Discussion on Nestlé’s
Water Extraction in Ontario
Day 2 | Oct. 17, 2019 | 11:00 | DH 2060
Key Learnings & Messages:
1. Provincial government has power to approve water extraction permit even though it
is an extremely local issue.
2. Local residents have vocally advocated against Nestle’s presence; however, Province
still always allows permits to go through.
3. Scientists need to find a way to properly communicate their data and the inherent
uncertainty of the scientific process without losing public interest.
4. Neighbours need to support each other and participate in democracy every single
day.
5. Regardless of disappointing outcomes, people should continue to fight for what is
right or there will never been change.
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P4: Sustainability and IT
Day 2 | Oct. 17, 2019 | 11:00 | MN 2110
Speaker Summaries:
Brent Smiley – The Green 4 Good Program
• The model of the Green 4 Good program involves offering of services to customers to
pick-up, transfer and process their end-of-life IT assets primarily through reuse (giving the
devices a second life) and recycling. Compugen pays the for the IT assets/devices thereby
generating revenue for the customers versus costs that would have been associated with
disposal of the assets. The customers are then encouraged to donate the monies back into
the community. The program has raised over $3.2 million and supported over 165 charities
across North America till date. It has processed over 1.6 million IT assets, 8% of which were
recycled, while 92% were repurposed and given a second life through reuse. Partnership
with an environmental firm made Compugen become the first company in the world to
create verified carbon credits through refurbishment and resale process.
• An example of a customer is the Bank of Montreal which was paying over $1 million yearly
for IT Asset disposition service, but partnership with Compugen has turned what was a
cost for BMO into a revenue source, saving millions of dollars and also generating over $1
million for them in the last 5 years by trading-in their IT assets. BMO has donated about
half a million dollars to charities across North America.
• As a result of these initiatives, the company has won several awards one of which includes
an award in the sustainability category around innovation. Compugen is a member of the
B Corp community and UN Global Compact.
• To create awareness on eWaste and its global impact, Japan is making the medals for the
next summer Olympics through a trade-in program of electronics. The precious metals
from the electronics are traded-in and used to make the Olympic medals.
Frances Edmonds, HP
• Unlike metals, there is no market for used plastics which is why there is a huge problem
with plastics. The problem wasn’t as obvious because for many years, the West exported
plastics to developing countries. There is now need to develop in-house capacity to
manage plastics because by 2015, there will be more plastics than fish in the ocean, by
weight, if we continue with business as usual.
• HP is leading the industry on efforts to source and incorporate postconsumer plastic into
its products- and keep it out of the ocean. The goal is to use 30% postconsumer recycled
content plastic across HP’s personal systems and print portfolio by 2025.
• HP Canada began looking into this issue about 15 years ago and piloted a closed looped
plastic recycling model by recycling its old cartridges for use in new cartridges. This is an
example of upcycling as most recycled plastics cannot be re-used for the same purpose.
HP is now able to recycle the used cartridges to almost 100% virgin plastic status for same
purpose reuse. To make up for insufficient cartridge volume, HP includes recycled PET
bottles and is partnering with a local entrepreneur in Haiti to supply these PET bottles,
thereby empowering local entrepreneurs in that community.
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•

Manufacturing new cartridges using returned cartridges and other plastics contributes to
circular economy. The process enables HP to reduce its energy and water consumption
by 63% and 38%, respectively. Recycled PET has 42% smaller carbon footprint than virgin
plastics. In the last 5 years, HP has helped to divert on average more than 1 million PET
bottles per day. To date, more than 3.8 billion ink and toner cartridges produced that
contain recycled content from 830 million HP cartridges, 101 million apparel hangers and
4.3 billion postconsumer plastic bottles.

Wilma Black – Cisco
• Cisco which operates in over 160 countries, is a worldwide leader in internet networking
and 85% travels through its systems. 10 years ago, it began looking at its CSR and
identified the larger social issues in Canada as it borders on indigenous communities.
• It developed a Connected North initiative which leverages on its collaborative telepresence
technology that addresses the challenge of time and distance, to focus on the struggles of
the indigenous communities in the North. 65 of Canadians are indigenous and are known
for high levels of social vices such as addictions, drop-out rates, etc, as these communities
do not have access to resources for social well-being. Connected North which centers on
Human rights and Equity of opportunity, that uses technology to deliver support/resources,
and the program began in Nunavut in 2012 where a telepresence unit was deployed and
connected a school to a University researcher to train the pupils of the school. Attendance
in school subsequently increased as resources were provided for the school children.
• The program was turned into a dedicated charity in 2016 to scale up the initiative by
support from Internal champions within Cisco.
• To date, 75 schools have been empowered (from Yukon to Nunavut), 1500 virtual sessions
have been conducted with 15,000 students connected, with a target to get to 100 schools
within the next 18 months. 3,211 connected North sessions have been delivered to date.
The goal is sustainability of these complex projects by moving to a self-service platform for
teachers, while bringing the government in to match efforts and scale it up. Getting the
buy-in of all the stakeholders has been a key success factor for the program.
• Cisco has a big ecosystem of partners as it knows it cannot succeed in this initiative alone.
Robert Santin – Microsoft
• Focusing on the creation of shared values and value creation, Microsoft’s goal is to grow
its business and innovate, while solving environmental and social problems. Microsoft’s
commitment to sustainability to close the circularity gap is aligned with the UN SDGs, and
devices have an important role in ensuring that the company delivers solutions for 21st
century challenges that accelerate this transformation.
• The challenges include: Improving people’s quality of life- Digital solutions provide access
to education for 450 million people; Foster equitable growth -Digital solutions could
generate over $11 trillion in economic benefits per year by 2030; Protect the environmentDigital solutions can enable a 20 percent reduction of global carbon dioxide equivalent
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emissions by 2030.
Microsoft’s Devices environmental principles are: Conserve, Reuse and Recycle; Reduction
and disposal of wastes; Sustainable products; Continually improve performance( e.g.
innovation in packaging design and materials 2020 targets (10% reduction in weight,
>70% recycled, > 40% reduction in product to package size ratio, GHG decreased by
11.3%, Design score for Recyclability >80% ); Responsible sourcing of raw materials (83%
of suppliers are expected to report on their sustainability practices); and Demonstrate
responsibility.
The Microsoft Authorized Refurbisher Program (MAR) allows groups that otherwise cannot
access computers and software acquire refurbished computers. It also authorizes the use
of its software in third party refurbished computers and also offers warranties on these
refurbished systems. This generates a good quality second hand
market. 930,000 PCs were refurbished last year (85,000 for schools, 90,000 for charities,
686k for consumer and business).

Key Learnings & Messages:
1. Partnership between stakeholders is key. These companies cannot achieve success in their
initiatives without collaboration from stakeholders ranging from customers, government,
communities and other corporates.
2. The importance of sustainability champions within an organization to drive the initiatives.
3. Leveraging on IT resources to achieve social sustainability is effective.
4. Communities need to be empowered by giving them the ability to drive sustainability at
that level in order to ensure continuity.
5. 96% of CEOs agree the circular economy is key to future success, yet only 18% are
currently changing their business models. Consumers need to start demanding to know
where their products come from to cause this change in the behavior of Corporates.
6. The private sector can bring in a lot of value to apply to sustainability challenges by
leveraging on innovation.
7. Cisco has been recognized as the No. 1 best place to work and a key driver is because
employee values align with corporate values, and an inclusive work place culture has
been cultivated where employees feel valued. ($10,000 is offered to employees annually to
engage in social activism, philanthropy, etc.
8. Microsoft is a partner in the Platform for Accelerating a Circular Economy (PACE) which
is a public-private initiative to forge a circular economy in Nigeria by recycling eWaste.
Other partners include the UN, Global Environment Facility, and World Economic Forum.
Other electronic manufacturers partnering in this initiative include Dell, HP and Phillips.
This underscores the need for partnerships within and outside industry sectors to achieve
sustainability.
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CA1: Advancing Sustainable Procurement
Day 2 | Oct. 17, 2019 | 14:00 | MN 3180
Speaker Summaries:
Monica Da Ponte - Action needs to be taken now, so we need a vision to understand
where we want to go. Sustainable procurement in the public sector would help us
getting there with the necessary tools and mechanisms. Sustainable procurement
is an important point of leverage because with the billions of services provided by
the public sector, the integration of sustainability into making those services and
processes to make sure the environmental and social impacts are considered, would
lead the companies to make better decision for everyone. Environmental and social
consideration are not often integrated in the public reports and we keep on purchasing
the market not the future we want to see. So, to be able to integrate sustainability,
organizations need to understand the barriers, which are often associates with lack of
leadership, complex knowledge, lack of all stakeholder inclusion. Organizations need to
establish and create accountability for Procurement as a priority tool to achieve policy
and organizational goals, they need to establish collective road maps, engage leaders,
provide resources to push toward sustainable in procurement at a scale, and use
impact indicators to evaluate how well they are doing.
Deborah de Langue - There needs to be a shift from our modern linear economy model
to a circular economy model to internalize the externalities into the trade agreements
between two countries. She points out that it could be possible between countries
where their perspectives of circular economy match, such as Canada and the UK. To
achieve circular economy, companies need to Improve stakeholder consultations for
implementation success, and integrate economical and political discussions. CE is
different because it creates business opportunities and recognizes the barriers that
other countries might haven to avoid non-trade barriers. With the help of technology
impacts can be monitored. She mentions that to increase trade flows related to
governance, enforcements of agreements and deterrence of protectionism as well
as increasing transparency and policy governance should be part of government
responsibilities.
Frances Edmonds – The focus of the presentation was on the need of a paradigm shift
towards choosing to consume differently, that is from those organizations that are
choosing to provide sustainable alternatives. She talks about how Hp is a leader in
sustainability because their corporate social responsibility is focused on sustainability
procurement. However, she asks us to think about the dollar we are spending because
it is a sign for many organisations of which decisions to make.
Fiona A. Miller – The focus of the presentation was on the importance of sustainability
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procurement in the health care industry. She mentions that a key to achieve this is
through an integration of multiple large public sector organizations because the health
care has a big role as a purchaser and has also environmental and social impacts.
She points out that organizations need to form innovation policy studies (sectoral
perspective), need to be informed by multi-site study (looking at different provinces),
and need to understand what the demand is. Having sustainability procurement in
health care makes policy decisions better understood and made. She also mentions the
importance of the contribution of valuation studies to the thinking of economic activity,
which helps us to think about how things are valued.
Key Learnings & Messages:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Need to integrate sustainability as a core value in organizations
Need to integrate all stakeholders in the decision-making processes
Need a shift from a linear economy model to a circular economy model
Need to change the way we consume and choose to consume from those
companies that are choosing sustainability in their processes and operations
5. If I can provide a comment from the presentation perspective, a lot of information
wanted to be shared by the speakers, and a lot of information was provided in the
slides, thus it was difficult to grasp everything clearly.
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Day 2 | Oct. 17, 2019 | 14:00 | MN 2130
Speaker Summaries:
Damla Rurak Usar: Damla defines Corporate Sustainability Evaluation as evaluation practices
that lead to social, environmental, and financial sustainability. Her study explores a gap in the
research addressing reporting practices of Turkish firms. She emphasizes the importance in this
because of Turkey’s crucial role in the global supply chain. In order to measure sustainability
initiatives, she employed certain criterion including objectivity, validity, and generalizability,
consistent measurement, and representability and suggests that these criteria can double
as guidelines for integrated reporting. For her study, she sampled 168 large manufacturing
companies listed on the Istanbul Stock Exchanged and used a context analysis for her
examination. For external validity, they chose 30 random companies based in the US evaluated
by CSR, MSCI KLD and Thomson Reuters. In order to assign weights, she developed a system
in which the first node, inputs, refers to Return on Assets (ROA), Return on Equity (ROE), and
Accounting Series Releases (ASR); the second node is the decision making unit; and the third
node is outputs which includes employee rights, environmental performance, human rights, CSR,
corporate governance, and product and supply management, among others. Her results indicate
that the leaders in sustainability initiatives in Turkey are found in the chemicals production,
fabricated metal, and transformation equipment, among others. However, she notes a caveat
in the study whereby, in Turkey, these big companies have the money and resources to do more
than they are doing. Once adjusted for this consideration, she found that only 12% of firms are
operating efficiently and over 60% of firms have the capital capability to do much more. Some
implications included that the data is static and needs to be examined from a dynamic view over
time.
Jody Grewal: In her discussion of her research of Science-Based Targets (SBTs) for industry
carbon emissions, Jody poses her research question as “how does the emergence of a standard
methodology that guides and assesses a firm’s carbon emissions targets are aligned with climate
science affect target difficulty and investments to achieve the target?” SBTs are targets that are
aligned with science and Paris agreement requirement. By 2008, over 500 multinationals have
made a commitment to SBTs with the help of a not for profit Science Based Target initiative
(SBTi). SBTi is a collaboration of several international organizations including the UNGC and WWF
that independently assesses and approves companies’ targets based on climate science. They
provide certification that allows firms to advertise their commitments. Her research explores why
firms employ internal standards or external standards. The existing literature shows that targets
should be set at levels that are both difficult and attainable and that many different types of
information and methods are used to determine these standards. Internal standards refer to
those set by comparing budgets, prior year performance, among others and external standards
are based on comparing what others in the industry are doing, timeless standards, and cost of
capital. However, there is little evidence as to how firms choose between internal and external
standards which Jody hopes to address. Their first hypothesis is such that “past target difficulty
and past target completion are positively correlated with the adoption of external standards
for target setting.” Her results show that companies that have more difficult targets to begin
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with and have had success in the past, companies that already have low carbon revenue, and
companies that perceive a greater climate change risk to their business are more likely to take on
SBTs.
Caitlin McHose: While Caitlin begins her presentation admitting that she cannot necessarily
answer the question she poses, her presentation aims to do just that. Caitlin is a sustainability
consultant for the firm Guidehouse (formerly Navigant), a global energy consulting firm. She
specializes in food and beverage companies. Sustainability disclosure has three methods and
allows firms to show what they are doing: 3rd party analytics, company disclosure/reporting
frameworks, and annual reports. She notes that an increasing number of companies are
starting to disclose on sustainability: 93% of the world’s largest 250 companies. This change is
happening because of increased pressure from investors and NGOs, among others. However,
she notes that there is still a disconnect between what firms are doing and what they should
be doing – companies feel that they are reaching sustainability, but investors don’t believe they
are. Through disclosure, companies get a multitude of benefits including commercial branding
and customer engagement, cost reduction and decreased risk, secure sourcing, and attracting
talent and employee engagement. She provides the example of McDonalds who set ScienceBased Targets in 2018 and how this set an example for the rest of the industry. McDonalds
has also asked suppliers to help them reach these targets. She emphasizes that pressure to
address environmental, social, and governance sustainability started with investors and is now
moving down the supply chain to retailers and brand processors. Her final lessons that disclosure
is important to show what is happening in the market, that sustainability is a journey, to let
“whether action is being taken” speak for itself, and what gets measured gets managed.

Key Learnings & Messages:
1. There needs to be more incentive for unified, standardized reporting practices on a global
level. There should no longer be of what kind of reporting is done – it should be integrative
reporting and follow the same systems thinking and other concepts spoken about in class.
2. We need to develop a way to keep up with science. Science Based Targets (SBTs) are essential
to creating the stringent and effective targets we need to address climate change issues.
3. In terms of reporting, and setting targets, this needs to be done across the supply chain with
a holistic perspective.
4. While it is important to continue research on understanding why or why not firms choose
to set certain targets and how, it is more important now to strongly encourage the right
behavior.
5. Targets are good to have but a firm should operate with the intention of achieving this target
and not set standards knowing they will never be achieved just to appease stakeholders,
investors, and shareholders.
6. Race matters! It is not only important to have, for example, a board of directors with more
women on them but also to include the voice of those who are marginalized by society – POC,
religious minorities, and so forth.
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Key Learnings & Messages:
1. Sustainability is integrated into all aspects of life, even abstract ones such as religion
and spirituality
2. We, as humans, can learn so much from animal behavior on how to be one with, live
in, and give back to the environment
3. Never realized it before, but many religious observances require taking into
consideration, the environment and our interaction with it. Most religions encourage
the protection of the environment and nature because they are a gift from God
4. Building walls not only separates and limits human interactions, but also affects
nature and wildlife
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Speaker Summaries:
Ian Lipton (ian@thecarbonaccountingcompany.com)
• Gave an introduction regarding climate change and global warming (IPCC Report –
mentioned the latest data regarding climate change (temp. increase)), Recommended
“The uninhabitable earth” book. No data that the actions we are currently taking will
prevent human extinction. We are acting too slowly.
• Tied in the issue was GHG emissions, and specifically human-generated carbon.
Mentioned the solutions exist, and that the problem is that we are not acting on
it collectively. Why? Misunderstanding of immanency of threat, costs of solutions,
disagreement
• The answer – understanding that the reason we are not acting on it is the human
evolutionary relationship to threat. The amygdala is the one that causes us to react
to threat, and it is wired to prevent social and psychological survival. In the context of
climate change, Ian said that human system 1 reaction is “don’t tell me what to do”, and
system 2 is following. When we hear threats about the future of the world our amygdala
is triggered, as our points of view are challenged.
• The effects of climate change and climate change catastrophe is not immediate and not
easily comprehended
• We collectively need to adopt a new way of thinking. We need to acknowledge the
subconscious emotional chaos that is taking place in our head, and make sure we
make decisions with system 2 of our brain (left side). We need to treat this as a time
of existential threat, and act accordingly – we must collaborate, all sides together. We
need to let go of our tribal way of thinking and progress to collective thinking towards
collective interests. Education is key
• We need to understand and try and control our perception of threat through our
amygdala.
• There is no current way to maximize individual utility in the current system (capitalism
and growth).
Robert MacNeil Christie
• Sustainability is a quagmire. It is exploited by organizations. Its own definition limits
creativity. The way of life most humans live are on the borderline of addiction. How many
people can actually make individual decision on their own lives that would make an
impact? What would be the chance of that, and the level of impact? Not much. This is
why sustainability is a predicament
• We are at the end of the industrial age.
• Societal collapse is imminent, unless we go through a big change. We are approaching a
tipping point.
• In a business as usual approach, sustainable development is unattainable.
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Sustainable development must come from Creative Destruction. It leads to the question
“what is sustainable?”
The size of population able to sustain itself in the coming generations is less than the
current 7 billion, and for sure less than the projected 11 billion at the end of the century.
The Seneca effect – progress is slow, but ruin is rapid. Where are we on that curve? Close
to the tipping point, or beyond it. However, we keep saying to ourselves “they’ll find a
new technology that will save our world” but people ignore earth’s carrying capacity. Our
population have vastly overshot this earth’s capacity. This will lead to de-population.
Conclusion – we must radically reorganize human society. How? What is the price? Must
also incorporate a complete transformation in the way we think. We currently do not
have the social, societal and political systems to deal with this problem.
We don’t need to only live in eco-friendly communities, we must also rehab the eco
system. Not only not damage, but also repair.
Creativity exists in society; we must harness it to find solutions.

Susan Aaron
• Culture as a way of life, and function of nature
• Culture is also the relationship to the site
• Health – mental, physical and social
• Her focus is place-based education. We must include the communities more
• Art – art is a great way to communicate and express
• Looking for solutions, not problems
• She is reviving a ravine in the city of Toronto. Bringing the wild to the everyday
• A process that combines academia, government and community
• Ecolocalism – material nature-based creativity, re-locating the social

Key Learnings & Messages:
1. Human behavior is both the problem and the solution in sustainability – strongly tied to
Jacob’s class
2. Mass-scale changes are required. Incremental changes are not enough at this point –
Shashi’s class
3. Not doing damage is not enough, we must have a net positive. We must rehab the world
– a strong notion in our program
4. Education and creativity are key in all solutions
5. Unfortunately, sometimes education discourages creativity (my own comment, not from
speakers)
6. I was surprised at how grim most of the presentations were. Not providing much
material solutions, more focusing on the problems and saying what is the end result we
need to get to, but not actionable solutions.
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Speaker Summaries:
Rob Wilson – Nature Conservancy Canada: Talks about the conservation of landscapes
across Canada to preserve habitats and species for present and future generations. Presents
challenges to management, solutions to these issues and examples of projects undertaken
by the organization to preserve and enhance communities which have a triple bottom line
effect (social, economic and environmental benefits). Highlights the positive restoration works
undertaken and how they help preserve and landscape and stresses the concept of ‘Mitigation
Hierarchy’ which promotes net positive value over net zero. The importance of carbon offsets
conducted by the organization to provide multiple benefits are also expressed through his
presentation.
Nicholas Doane – OBERLAND AGRISCIENCE: The presenters main focus of the presentation
is about OBERLAND, an agriscience organization which focuses on providing protein through
insects, Black Solider Flies, in particular. Presenter emphasizes the importance of a good culture
in producing a sustainable culture and states how this is followed in the organization by ways
such as using pre-consumed wastes as the nutrients for the insects; upcycling compostable
material for higher grades of compost and selecting employees for the firm based on their
sustainable ethos. They explain how this is a growing sector in Canada, due to higher demands
and fewer available suppliers and they are seeking to grow in size and reach through Canada.
Lisa James – ENVIRONMENTAL ADVISORY AGENCY: The main objective of Lisa’s presentation
is to make the audience aware of sustainability in the field of healthcare and how important it
is to improve the general public’s awareness on this topic, to prevent hazardous wastes from
entering society and creating a sustainable culture. She explains about EAA which she founded
in 1990 and the audits on healthcare organizations and various efforts they undertake in
reducing medical waste to landfills and diverting them to cleaner and sustainable outlets. She
goes onto mention the creation of ELPH awards in the Healthcare department and its purpose
to motivate other organizations to follow in the footsteps of participating organizations as well
as providing an motivational recognition for existing firms.

Key Learnings & Messages:
1. Insects can be used as a subsidiary protein source, even for humans
2. Generating a sustainable culture which focuses on the three aspects of society,
environment and finance
3. Societies and individuals are more accepting to sustainable practices if shown how it can
be used effectively with mutual benefits to them, society and the environment
4. Only 15% of the health care industries waste are hazardous, which challenges the
traditional views
5. Ethical implications should start to be taken and what one considers ethical may not be
ethical may not be for others. They are subjective and are made by us.
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Key Learnings & Messages:
1. Policy regulation
2. Individual actions
3. Governmental actions
4. Core values of a corporation
5. Capitalism needs a morality check
6. Find something to be passionate about.
7. Join a like-minded group
8. Think about what you buy, and do you need it?
9. Be aware of swapping a toxic element for another toxic element
10. You cannot agree on everything, do not sit back and ignore – acknowledge and be
frustrated if necessary
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Speaker Summary:
Michael Berends – ClearBlue Markets:
• ClearBlue started in 2004 in Europe and was one of the first real carbon pricing
companies and carbon developers of offsets globally. It facilitated an IPO for carbon
pricing at the European stock exchange which was worth $1 billion in its first year and
then it collapsed, an indication of the sensitivity of the market to politics and political will.
The company moved to Canada to focus on the carbon markets when Ontario decided
to have a cap and trade program in 2017.
• ClearBlue offers the following services for its clients: Provides market insight, Carbon
position strategy, Strategy execution and market access, Trading Partner, General
Advisory & Capacity building and Advocacy.
• Carbon pricing is an economic instrument applied to hold emitters accountable to the
negative externalities that GHG emissions cause, and to encourage polluters to reduce
their emissions or continue polluting and pay for it. The carbon price stimulates clean
technology and market innovation, fueling new low-carbon drivers of economic growth.
• There are 2 types of Carbon markets: Carbon Tax (Tax on CO2 emissions) and Cap &
Trade system (companies are allowed a limited number of emissions permits, those with
low emissions are able to sell extra allowances to larger emitters or use them for their
own compliance obligations).
• The concept of carbon leakage occurs when jurisdictions price carbon differently and
as a result impairs competitiveness. Governments have acted on carbon leakage by
granting exemptions from carbon pricing for industries that meet certain criteria and this
is what the Trudeau government did by granting exemptions (free allocations) to some
big emitters to make them competitive.
• Ontario is the first government to remove its carbon pricing system (cap and trade),
though it still has the carbon tax from the federal system in place. The trend is the
reverse around the globe.
Rishabh Nanda – MScSM Intern:
• The European Union Emission Trading System (EU-ETS) was set up in 2005 and works
on the cap and trade principle. It operates in all EU countries including Iceland,
Liechtenstein and Norway, and limits emissions from more than 11,000 heavy energyusing installations and airlines operating between these countries (airlines now under
Carbon Offsetting and Reduction Scheme for International Aviation, CORSIA).
• It Covers around 45% of the EU’s GHG emissions and is currently in phase 3 with caps
starting at about 2.1 billion allowances in 2013 and an annual linear reduction target
of 1.4% till 2020. The trading system generated US$16.8 billion in 2018. EU-ETS works
by allocating allowances (pollution permits) via auctioning and free allocations, and
allowances can be sold within the overall cap. The goal is to ultimately use 100%
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auctioning of allowances to make the process fair, transparent and efficient. Carbon
price is set by the market (demand and supply). Prices could be as high as 78 Euros by
2040.
CORSIA is the first real global Market -Based Measure (MBM) scheme for any industry
sector. Airline emissions were responsible for 2% of global CO2 in 2018. CORSIA is one
of the measures that the International Civil Aviation Organization, ICAO, is implementing
to achieve carbon neutral growth from 2020, apart from promoting efficient aircraft
technology, operational improvements and sustainable aviation fuels. CORSIA is to be
implemented in 3 phases with different features: Pilot phase (2021-2023), First phase
(2024-2026) and second phase (2027-2035). Some airline operations/operators are
exempt from CORSIA offsetting requirements.

Joelle Pang- MScSM Intern
• The Carbon pricing system in Canada is made up of the Federal Carbon Pricing
Backstop using the GHG Pollution Pricing Act Framework and the Provincial Carbon
pricing program. The mechanisms employed in the Federal Backstop is the Carbon Levy
(Fuel charge on fossil fuels), and the Output- Based Pricing System, OBPS (sector-wide
emissions limit set for industrial facilities with annual emissions of 50kt equivalent of
CO2 or higher and carry out a covered activity for which an Output Based Standard is
prescribed.
• BC, Quebec, Nova Scotia, Newfoundland & Labrador and Northwest Territories all have
federal approved provincial programs with different features while Saskatchewan,
Manitoba, Ontario, PEI, Yukon, Nunavut and
• Alberta all have Federal Backstops. Federal Backstops are applied to provinces which do
not have approved provincial carbon pricing programs.
• For Provincial Carbon Pricing Programs, Quebec ( Western Climate Initiative Cap and
Trade), British Columba (Carbon Tax), Nova Scotia (cap and trade), Saskatchewan
(provincial hybrid program of provincial OBPS with Federal Backstop), Prince Edward
Island (hybrid of carbon tax and Federal Backstop), Alberta (hybrid of carbon levy and
Carbon Competitiveness Incentive Regulation, CCIR- United Conservative party planning
to replace CCIR with Technology, Innovation and Emissions Reduction Program, TIER.
• Fuel charges under the Federal Program applies to fossil fuels such as liquid fuels
(gasoline, diesel and aviation fuel), Gaseous fuels (Natural gas) and Solid fuels (coke and
coal). Federal fuel charge rates in listed provinces starts
• at $20/tonnes of CO2 equivalent in 2019 and will increase by $10 annually, reaching $50/
tonnes of CO2 equivalent in 2022. Fuel charge rates will increase April 1st of each year.
Fuel charge relief is applicable for some emitters. Enbridge started charging Fuel charge
in August 2019.
Adi Dunkelman – ClearBlue Markets
• Ontario was part of the Quebec-California cap and trade carbon tax market since
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January 2017 but left abruptly in June this year under the Ford government, giving rise to
market uncertainty which affected investments and ongoing projects, as well as straining
relations with the Quebec and Californian market. Revenues generated from the market
were spent on achieving further reductions and not returned to taxpayers. The $1 billion
that was collected in the auctions before the program was scrapped has also not been
disbursed towards any projects. Ontario’s inability to submit its program before the
Federal deadline resulted in the imposition of the Federal carbon tax.
There are funding opportunities for Universities under the Federal Backstop program
which is revenue neutral. The Carbon levy funding stream (from fuel charge) and the
OBPS funding stream (from compliance entities paying the excess emissions charge)
will be returned to the Province of origin. So, while the carbon levy stream goes back to
the climate action incentive Fund (back to households and 10% goes to Universities for
retrofit programs, OBPS fund to support GHG emission reduction projects go back to the
Facilities (emitters) as revenue. Hence, if Universities are part of the OBPS stream, they
can benefit from both initiatives.
The proposed Ontario Emissions Performance Standards is to apply to industrial facilities
to regulate their GHG emissions which is meant to replace the OBPS for the Corporate
Emitters is deemed as very political and is similar to the Federal Backstop, as costs are
lower for the emitting entities under the new program. Though not yet implemented, it is
anticipated that it may be if Ontario wins the case against the Federal Government or if
there is a Conservative majority win in the forthcoming election.

Key Learnings & Messages:
1. Section Three: Key Learnings & Messages
2. Political will/Regulatory uncertainty is a threat to the success of investments in
sustainability initiatives. For example, when Ontario removed its carbon pricing system
(cap and trade), UPL eliminating Alberta’s Carbon levy through Bill 1 Carbon Repeal Act.
3. The CORSIA is eventually going to eliminate the carbon off-set option in airline ticketing,
and may become ambitious to save face and prevent flight shaming.
4. Shipping may be the next big market for carbon pricing as it is not currently included,
though also a big emitter.
5. UofT has a target to reduce emissions by 37% of 1990 levels by 2030 via a Tri-campus
5-year low carbon action plan to lower 44,576 tonnes CO2e. Focus is on energy (consume
less, produce cleaner and distribute efficiently).
6. 83% of UofT’s GHG emissions are generated by St George campus, while UTM and UTSC
contribute 9% and 8% respectively.
7. What is next for Canada as regards the Carbon pricing market will be determined by the
outcome of the forthcoming election.
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Speaker Summaries:
In this presentation, Amanda Klarer raises awareness about food and the lack of
knowledge consumers have about where their food originates from. In the first
interactive activity, audience members are given an item to which they need to attempt
to identify. They are then asked to think about different foods, their origins, and what
role consumers play in issues related to farmers. After this activity, Klarer addresses the
issue that most organizations, similar to consumers, do not know the origins of their
products. In order to resolve this issue, Klarer introduces her organization Marcatus
and the ways that they use different educational tools such as videos to educate
farmers on best farming practices. In addition, Klarer emphasizes the role of women
in rural farms and how they are often unable to get an education due to their role as
a caregiver in the family. In conclusion, Klarer discusses how platforms like Marcatus
can help educate and empower rural female farmers through the use of video training
strategies. This tool is furthermore useful in enhancing transparency in company supply
chains.
Key Learnings & Messages:
1. How corporations can use videos as a method of assisting farmers increase their
livelihoods
2. Many people do not know where their food originate from or look like in its purest
forms
3. Empowering women is an important part of sustainability
4. Small-scale farmers produce a large amount of food we eat everyday
5. Consumers should be aware of the choices they make when purchasing food (e.g.
choosing fairtrade chocolate over regular ones)
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Speaker Summary:
In the plenary, and paramount, session, David Suzuki by webcast, delivered an
impassioned keystone address.
He begun by recognizing this moment in time as an unprecedented age in the
history of the world, where humans have become the earth’s preeminent force — the
anthropocene age. And with great power comes great responsibility but unfortunately
for us and the species of the earth we do not know how to yield our power responsibly.
Human activity is the primary cause of the ongoing mass extinction and degradation of
the biosphere.
Within Suzuki’s lifetime, the human population has ballooned from 2 billion to 8 billion
thus, becoming the most populous mammal on earth and each of those mouths “need
to be fed, clothed and protected.” However, all that we consume comes from the earth
and our global economy is not one of conservation but of ever greater consumption.
We are therefore undermining the very life supports of our planet and leading humanity
towards a crash course with ecology.
Our current way of life is deteriorating the chemistry of the atmosphere, which in turn
deteriorates the chemistry of the oceans. We are destroying the greatest remover of
carbon by destroying the forests. Microplastics are proliferating our food and water
sources and filling us all with toxic chemicals. We are destroying the greatness and
abundance of life, “who the hell do we think we are?”
Suzuki goes on to explain that the reason humans were able to survive our humble
origins and thrive in an dangerous world was because of our brains, we were “curious,
observant and inventive.” But furthermore, we were able to create the notion of ‘a
future.’ We observed that we can affect the future by what we do now, in the present.
This foresight is what brought humanity to today’s pre-eminence but alas we have
forsaken it. For decades, scientists, like Suzuki, have been warning society of future
environmental catastrophe and for decades we have have ignored their foresight;
perhaps at our own peril.
Suzuki suggests that our hubris stems from a radical shift in our planetary perspective.
In the past we saw ourselves as eco-centric, as living within the web of life and
depending on the web of life for our existence and well-being. However, beginning with
the industrial revolution, humans began to escape the laws of nature and begun seeing
the world through a anthropocentric lens. We subsequently created our legal, economic
and political systems around us. And ignored “the rights of a river to flow as it must
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and the rights of a songbird to live its life.” Who the hell do we think we are?
Today our society value everything in terms of economics. Trees only have value when
we cut them down and process them. We ignore the fact that they are performing the
important function of keeping us alive by removing carbon out of the atmosphere and
producing oxygen. “Where is the economy of the sacred?”
In politics, we have ministers of agriculture, oceans, wildlife “but they don’t care about
the agriculture, the oceans and the wildlife.” They care about getting votes. Our
political and legal systems are fixed against doing the right things, the necessary things
for our and our grandchildrens’ survival. It took a 16 year old child to say ‘please listen
to the scientists otherwise, children like me don’t have a future.’
During questions period, Suzuki emphasizes that “this is a terrifying moment in time”
and nothing short of revolutionary action will save us.
Key Learnings & Messages:
1. Humans have become the pre-eminent force of the earth and we alone dictate our
fate.
2. Our current legal, economic and political systems are unsustainable.
3. We suffer from a superiority complex which may very well lead to our demise.
4. Our ability to bound together during adversity is what may save us.
5. It may very well be too late in the game to save ourselves.
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Key Learnings & Messages:
1. There is a relentless amount of increasing industrial land across both urban and
residential areas
• They are relentless and don’t stop
2. Topography matters
• Over time, industrial facilities site themselves further away from rivers and low-lying
land- but again there’s no real highland in Providence, but topography matters and
over time there’s a dispersion of sites
3. Government data bases under report historically existing sites
• - We need new institutions to find the sites and scale up data collection using
computational techniques for data extraction
4. The relationship between legacy industrial risk and contemporary climate risk is
poorly understood
• We need to pay attention to these things and draw attention to the importance of
history to look at the present and future
5. The current studies Scott is working on are based on the transformation of urban
soils- we know that as increasing flooding occurs with climate change, there is a
renewed risk of contaminated movement in developing properties and that the
legacy contaminants can be re-exposed- posing more risk
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Speaker Summary:
What happens in workplaces contributes largely to greenhouse gas emissions. Yet,
current thinking mainly focuses on large industrial emitters. There are many examples
of dramatic workplace improvements around energy use, waste reduction and product
substitution to lesson toxics in the workplace. There is a lot more to do. Innovative
research and the teaching of best practices, in collaboration with community colleges,
and universities, could drive new levels of sustainability in every sector of the economy.
Key Learnings & Messages:
1. Give opportunity in the work-place for sustainable initiatives
2. Businesses should adopt net-zero goals
3. Fair and equitable work spaces that provide opportunities for women, people of
colour, and other minorities in the labor force- keep people secure and respected in
their roles
4. The labor movement in the GTA and across Canada must step up to this
fundamental challenge.
5. Reach out to engage every affiliate on labour’s role to fight for climate justice, and
urge the mobilization of labour union members to oppose the climate policies of
Conservative provincial governments.
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Key Learnings & Messages:
1. The Pope urges the common good to recognize the problems that are occurring
today, most likely due to climate change
2. Laudato Si, “care for our common home”- heavily calls on the action of people to
work together to decrease consumerism and green house gas emissions
3. Everyone has a special relationship with the earth regardless of religion, so everyone
has a responsibility to be stewards of the earth
4. The Pope works with scientists to confirm the legitimacy of his encyclical, to further
prove the climate crisis
5. The Creator does not abandon us, but humanity still has the ability to work together
as a whole human family to seek a sustainable and integral development for
change
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Speaker Summaries:
Nadine Ibrahim – From the University of Waterloo, Nadine looked at the use of timber
within construction in her paper. It analyzed how major cities can come together in
order to better use it as a resource. Due to the environmental benefits of timber, such
as reducing carbon, the industry is using it. Testing various levels in different cities, she
states that these benefits still require to be quantified to fully understand their benefits.
For this, timber was looked at in various cities, along with it’s life-cycle as a building
material. It was concluded that sustainability and climate change impacts must be
incorporated at the designing stage of buildings.
Graeme Lang – From the City University of Hong Kong, Graeme looked at rapid urban
development and the problem of electricity, transportation, and food security. At the
rate at which urbanization is occurring, it is only a matter of time till we run out of
non-renewables such as fossil fuels, that allow our transporation networks to work.
This means that it threatens food security as these transporation methods allow
food to travel into the urban hubs. The key concern of his study was if renewable
alternatives can easily replace non-renewables whilst providing us with the same
productivity in transporation to deliver food supplies. Nevertheless, rapid urbanization
will drive change through the means of policydevelopment Tabassam Raza – From
the Phillipines School of Business Admin., Tabassam looked at water issues and urban
sustainable development. He identifies that water issues, such as scarcity, arise from
fast urbanization and variations in climate change. Due to anthropogenic activities, the
“natural changes” are being disrupted making it hard to manage. The problem stems
from the way we manage the problem; he concluded that we require an agenda, or
plan of action, that involves all stakeholders to combat the issue.
Tatiana Costa – Studying her PhD, in her paper she established a framework for
assessing water security within urban cities and implications for policies. Looking at Sao
Paulo, Brazel, indices helped determine the socioeconomic and environmental status
and well-being of the city. After compiling result, she concluded that there needs to be
better management of water issues both around and within the city. Additionally, policy
needs improvement and address city boundaries for optimal solutions.
Key Learnings & Messages:
1. Urban development is occurring rapidly and unsustainably, and if change is not
implemented immediately, we are headed towards destruction.
2. Policies, at all levels, require improvement, by better understanding the issues, and
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gathering the necessary data for decision-making.
3. One must understand the full cycle/system, question the current situations, and
the ideate solutions using the best measures and indicators for sustainable
development.
4. It is vital to include all important stakeholders, and obtain different perspectives and
seek input.
5. There will be huge changes in the coming years to cities as they accommodate for
this change and one must be ready for it. Citizens must be ready for “a new way of
living” as everything will be drastically different.
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Speaker Summaries:
Donald Cole presented on the case analysis of Bruce & Grey Counties and the food
charter initiatives that have been implemented in the area. These food initiatives have
not only had impacts on access to food, but it has promoted health initiatives, social
justice, indigenous culture, education, sustainable economic development, and the
environment. The work they are doing in the County have supported access to food
for a wide range of social class, but also has created opportunities for the food charter
to connect with the community and promote good practices. Education was a large
aspect of how they are able to promote knowing the source of food and cooking with
younger generations.
Tara Immell showed her work on studying the tax credit that is available for farmers to
apply when they help to donate excess food to food banks. Through her own personal
efforts of trying to take food excess from her farm to a place that could be used for
cooking classes and shared with people, she started to study and understand if more
farmers were doing it. She also looked at what quality of food that food banks are
providing to those using their services and found overall, no one was acting up to par.
Most farmers across Canada are not utilizing the tax credit that they could be receiving,
primarily out of inconvenience of delivering the food and filling out the paperwork. On
the receiving end, she documented the dissatisfaction with produce she was given,
much of it that would rot very quickly. All around it was eye opening to see how many
areas where food distribution could be improved.
Chaiti Smith shared her work on the study of food at educational institutions. Through
her studies at Acadia University, she observed that many food options were not healthy
and made for a variety of food diets, despite so many students having a meal plan. She
discussed observations of the levels of power and influence in a university to change
these decisions and the key ways that her university was shifting the discussion around
food. A new implementation strategy was created that was related to engagement,
access to more locally sourced food, and shifting the relationships student and admin
have towards food.
Key Learnings & Messages:
1. Most farmers do not realize that there are tax credits they can receive from
donating excess food or they are not keen on putting in the energy to do it
themselves
2. The BC food credit is looking to connect farmers with food banks, yet it is
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4.

5.
6.
7.

underutilized, particularly in the BC and Nova Scotia areas and a bit better in the
Ontario area.
One strategy for change of food systems in institutions is to use the systems
thinking circular process of reframing the conversation, building a vision, and
strategic implementation together to refocus the conversation and actually make
changes in how food is supplied, made, and sold at educational institutions.
Initiatives need to be taken beyond food to improve food systems. For example,
relationship to food is also critical and how there are economic, cultural, and
educational components that can be taught or thrive with the success of improved
food systems.
I’ve been learning a lot more about the food systems that are currently in place and
how they relate to sustainability.
It seems like a lot of attention has been put on meat production, yet there’s not a
lot of consideration going into produce and farms that have excess produce that is
being wasted or even how far some produce travels to reach local grocery stores.
One of the more applicable things I took from this is the value of the social element
of food. It’s a very big part of our every day lives and we focus on the environmental
impacts of agriculture and farming, but when looking at the livelihood it provides
people who farm or the consumers who may barely have access to good food, it
changes the lens of sustainability when looking at food.
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Speaker Summaries:
Ellen Berry’s research explores how the right-wing populist movement impacts
sustainability planning in policy. The research examines the Tea Party movement versus
the 21 Agenda and the impacts it has on sustainability such as the cancellation and
modification of local sustainability plans and the legitimization of misinformation that
promotes mistrust of environmental science. Ellen’s research raises important questions
about the sociology of social movements and social culture such as the impacts
government support in legitimizing conspiracy ideas, as well as how the movement
discourse is informed by the culture and conservative political ideology of rural, White
America Extreme environmentalism and anti-big government.
Jordan Besek’s research seeks to uncover why many people self-identify as rednecks
in communities impacted by Asian carp fish, and how this self-identification effects
the way they manage the Asian carp invasion. Rednecks defense mechanism to this
invasive species is an annual fishing tournament, which portrays their tendencies
towards self-sufficiency rather than government support in order to manage this
ecological change.
Key Learnings & Messages:
1. Self-identity and its impact on environmentalism
2. The ability of the far right to affect local sustainable development policy
3. The impacts of government representation on social responsibility
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Speaker Summaries:
Vincent Manzerolle: The presentation presented the research done in understanding
how the setting up of new media creates an invisible strain on the earth. The
new media is used for online services such as streaming, blogs, new sites etc. The
distribution networks in the form of on-the-ground servers have large requirements of
energy and water. Added to this the companies form an oligopoly of ownerships. The
major players are Amazon, Apple, Google, Microsoft etc. There is minimal transparency
as the emissions and utilities demand are not easily seen by the public. These cloud
computers cannot be switched off cause of its continuous access requirements
around the world for services like Netflix, Amazon Prime, Hulu, YouTube etc. Cloud
computing is currently going through the one of the largest growth spurts compared
to any other industry. The strain on the world comes from the centers’ requirement of
rare earth metals, conflict minerals, cooling systems, energy for operation and back
up generators. For example, the machines that support social media require large
water for cooling. California requires 158000 worth swimming pools. Some companies
are better than other when it comes to their transparency and energy us. AWS is for
example very reliant on coal, gas and fossil fuels, nuclear. They use very dirty energy
sources compared to others and usually always score very less in scorecards. A fossil
free data movement from Scandinavia is trying to push data centers to buy renewable
energy. The EU is creating best practice guidelines for operating these centers. Apple,
FB, Google and Microsoft are leading the way in clean energy data center movements.
Google is buying ‘100% clean energy’. But at the same time Google for example, are
known to contribute to climate change deniers. So we need to be look at the whole
issue as it could be greenwashing.
Pierre Desrochers: The talk started with looking at industrial symbiosis, like the
famous system seen in Kalundborg. The idea is that the waste of one company can
be the resource of another. This is system is the basis of Elinor Ostrom’s world and
the ‘Governing the Commons’. The criticism raised by the speaker is that there were
very small number of people and area in the sample of such symbiotic studies. The
areas considered are also mostly remote and stagnant regions/economies. The
question is whether such communal projects can be scaled up. The symbiosis seen in
successful projects were formed spontaneously and weren’t due to deliberate actions
by management. A few examples are in the meat packing industry/pharma companies
in 1924, Chicago and also in Ashtabula, Ohio in the 1950s. There is an assumption that
for such symbiosis to be profitable, sustainable and efficient that it needs to be local.
But the research has proven otherwise. There is an evident need for distant markets to
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solve local problems. So, the presenter researched the cottonseed and the petroleum
industries because the cases had both a local and long-distance aspect. The conclusion
of the research is that long-distance trade provides more innovation and is more
sustainable and we cannot trust local industry to solve the problem.
Jake Organ: The question asked as a basis of the presenter’s research was, how can
there be a long-term use of Lake Chad’s resources? Lake Chad is shared between
four countries; Niger, Chad, Nigeria and Cameroon. Also, the river that feeds this Lake
comes from CAR. The population of the Lake Chad Basic has increased from 8.55
million in 1972 to 35 million in 2019. The reduction in the size of the lake is not only
due to climate change but a main reason is a big population issue. But to look at it
from a larger lens, we need to understand the reason for the mass migration. The
population increase is due to the Sahelian (from the Sahel region) migration. There’s
a very negative view and a feeling that the Sahelian migration is the biggest problem.
This comes from dark racism. The climate change argument is not seen much. But
the tropics have seen the worse of temperature changes and 2.64 oC increase from
the 1950s. The researcher looked at it through the control theory model. The equation
attempted fto find a steady state where the change in all of the variable become
marginal. What this means is that the equation will point to a time when taking from
the lake will not have any effect. Climate migration in this sense would be good. We’re
very near the 25% carrying capacity of the fish. Due to overfishing. The presentation
ended with asking technological adaption will open up the capacity.
Key Learnings & Messages:
1. The biggest problems in the world might be the least visible
2. Even in oligopoly industries, there is a wide spectrum of how sustainability is seen.
Meaning competition isn’t solving the problem unless there is regulation
3. Even understanding of sustainable solutions should be critically questioned. No
solution or model should be taken for granted or seen as scalable
4. You might be criticized for your views in a polarized environment like sustainability.
But it’s important that you stick to your guns and let your views be heard.
5. Population migration can be easily seen as the reason for many of the world’s
problems. It takes courage and enlightenment to see the bigger picture.
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Speaker Summaries:
Sharlene L. Gomes: Sharlene discussed the importance of stakeholder engagement
and the importance of local communities with scientific experts to facilitate knowledge
exchange to transform pathways for sustainable transitions in terms of water
management. She discussed the formal and informal societal rules, policies to guide
the responsibilities of people living in peri-urban fringe areas. She discusses what
can be done and that includes the strengthening of peri-urban resilience through
adaptation pathways, short and long-term vulnerabilities have to be outlined, and
policies should be enforced. She examines 3 peri-urban areas, Pune, Hyderabad, and
Kolkata to address the stakeholder issues and how she has adapted the application
of pathways to address water management since each area is different and employs
different industries.
Mark Hegan: Mark demonstrated the parallels existing between the high-rise
development in Toronto and the proposed building in Provenience on Rhode Island.
Toronto and Provenience have a shared history in the sense that they were both highly
industrial, property values, demographics, and more. The appeal of neighborhoods is
another important factor that is being considered with the development of the high-rise
in Provenience. There are also social issues to consider since the poor neighbourhood
will feel the negative social effects of this new high-rise buildings.
Justyna Braithwaite and Victor Perez-Amado: Sustainable Neighbourhood action
plan is a collaborative neighbourhood approach in helping municipalities implement
sustainable initiatives. As Victor and Justyna have mentioned in their presentation,
they show that it is important to involve the community in this process of incorporating
sustainability. Their project is the West Bolton action plan that was developed with the
town of Caledon and the Region of peel. This plan aims to revitalize the integration of
ecological and cultural spaces to encourage sustainability from within.
Camille Payre: Camille Payre discussed the impact of air quality in urban areas and
how our health is impacted as a result: the major sources of pollution that Camille
discussed in her presentation is the impact of traffic mainly from standing cars such
as services such as Taxis and Uber. She used an integrative model to assess urban air
planning to involve local stakeholders, mobility experts, and many more stakeholders.
She demonstrated the impact that natural gas heating has to the air quality in the city
through the day. She did a comparative model comparison between Strasbourg and
New York to demonstrate the effectiveness of urban planning and how increased use of
renewable technology can improve the air quality in the city.
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Key Learnings & Messages:
1. Learned about the issue with water management issues in India with the rapid
increase in industrialization.
2. I thought that the most applicable was the stakeholder analysis aspect of Shalene’s
presentation on how to connect people to work together to overcome the issues
people face in peri-urban areas with respect to water management.
3. I find it interesting about how she was able to use an adaptive approach to tackle
water management issues each step of the way.
4. I learned about the importance of parallel development and learning from past
successful sustainable developments and using them in future developments taking
into account various stakeholders in the development of communities or building
infrastructure.
5. These presentations reinforced the importance of integration and collaboration.
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Speaker Summaries:
Daniel Gulanowski – Carleton University
• He talked about a study focus in the prearrival of newcomers using an online
discussion forum in Canada’s labor market how the migrants are integrated
through social media to provide them with as much data as they need to move
to Canada. Furthermore, it is important to monitor those forums to answer
some questions that are common to try to guide newcomers in a scenario where
migrants are looking to move in. Additionally, it is important to adjust, incorporate
newcomers in the labor market by explaining to them the advantages of the online
discussion forum platform and how it enables access to and exchange of online
social support that can help newcomers adjust and integrate into the labor market
of the new country.
• Also, the forum determinates what kind of information newcomers requires to move
to Canada in order to attract more newcomers. Mainly, the information needed for
support is 72% advice support, mainly requests 93%, rather than providing 7%, and
social support 70% of newcomers in the pre-arrive stage.
Ishbel McWha- Hermann– University of Edinburgh- Business School
• The presenter’s focus is on research carried out by 15 case study about the global
reward management in INGOs to include a clear focus on fair and equitable
treatment of both international and national workers. Importance of increasing HR
in the non-profit sector by Global reward Management by providing international
employees with the same salary as local people.
• Furthermore, this study showed the importance of how the International NGOs ‘
HR policies and practices focus on providing an assortment of benefits such as
organizational justice, humanitarian work psychology, sustainable HRM, corporate
social responsibility, diversity in the workplace and intergroup relations and
teamwork.
Marina Schmitz– Center for Advance Sustainable Management (CASM, Cologne
Business School (ICBS)
• PHD Thesis China’s migrant workers: The Blind Sport on China’s Sustainability Policy
Agenda.
• The main objective of Mariana’s presentation is to present the growth in emerging
economies’ equality reasons in China’s international emigration.
• Continuing reform of the hukou system (llegal document that records the household
population’s basic information) : progress has been made, but the implementation
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is sluggish and cities in the inland provinces do not have such a strong pull-effect
yet. People have criticized the hukou program for preventing the free flow of labor,
generating idle power and contributing to economic losses. That Chinese citizen is
classified as either an agricultural hukou holder (rural) or a non-agricultural (urban)
hukou holder by the hukou system.
Key Learnings & Messages:
1. The important role of online discussion forums in labor market integration
2. The importance of finding the characteristics of forums threads that do not meet
the newcomers ‘needs and how using social forums can be used to figure out this
situation.
3. Contextual factors that affect managerial motivations in INGOs to tackle systematic
injustice.
4. Evaluate degrees and accreditations of potential skilled newcomers for
transferability prior to immigration to foster the economy of the new country of
emigration.
5. The problems of migrants in the cities of China are various, but they fall into three
main categories: cultural, urban, and economic.
6. Social exclusion is even extended to the children of these migrant workers, excluded
them from access to local education institutions.
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Speaker Summaries:
Charlotte Glennie – From the University of California, Charlotte studied Seattle’s
P-Patch Program. Looking at the value of community garden, she states that there
is no inherent value so, when property values rise, the community gardens are
pressured and face threats as people want to sell those lands. Those who supported
community gardens, advocated to have them institutionalize and made a priority in
policy development. The community gardens provide many services such as a sense of
belonging and served everyone, bringing about equity. The infrastructure for policies is
an ideal one, has it comprises of a bottom-up structure where locals can have their say
in how policies are shaped. There is now a fight to better protect these gardens given
that Seattle is an expensive city. This place emulates ideal community involvement for
sustainable development.
John Lau – From York University, he studied the effectiveness of energy efficiency in
buildings and how they can be better shaped. The problem is that policy mixes are
quite one-dimensional and are treated in isolation. Most environmental and sustainable
development issues cannot be fixed with one policy. As a result, policies need to be
coherent, effective, and comprehensive. His findings claimed that there is decreased
awareness for energy efficiency, policies have no timeline, outcomes are uncertain, and
there is no encouragement for innovation. The next steps in his paper call for better
collaboration, especially between governments to develop more effective policy mixes.
Jennifer McKellar – From Ontario Tech. University, Jennifer looked at how one can
improve decision-making process to ensure that cities are well-resilient, increase
affordability, and minimize environmental impacts for a more sustainable community.
Current infrastructure and lack of resources are causing hindrance in our ability to
create a more sustainable city. To problem-solve this, the motivators, facilitators, and
impediments were analyzed and so was concluded that many options exist to improve
energy systems to make them more sustainable.
Aida Mollaei – From the University of Waterloo, Aida’s paper studied population growth
and the increase in material consumption. Due to the rapid growth in populations
of urban cities, people are consuming unimaginable tonnes and thus, are becoming
unsustainable. She states, that an effective way to problem-solve this is to use a
systems-thinking approach and looking at the process, flows, and stocks to properly
quantify material. When conducting research, it was recognized that whatever solutions
are developed, they will be only specific and ideal to that location. Focuing on the
Region of Waterloo, she claims that there needs to be better material management
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within cities. Methods such as bottom-up, top-down, and remote sensing would be
highly effective. One needs to decouple growth, identify hotspots, develop mining
strategies, head towards a circular economy, and manage waste more wisely. It was
recommended that cities also add material consumption to building permits so that
everyone is aware of their limits and stop growth once they’ve reached it.
Key Learnings & Messages:
1. Most urban cities are rapidly developing and so, we need to implement better
management strategies to ensure growth is occurring sustainably.
2. It is important that policy development and design happen effectively whilst
incorporating all perspectives and a better understanding of the issues the cities are
facing.
3. All stakeholders need to be involved at every stage; a bottom-up and top-down
approach is required for good communication of concerns for those involved.
4. Resources are limited and so, they must be used efficiently. Governments need to
have more collaboration amongst them so that policies to make more sustainable
cities are effective. An important aspect of this, is better resource sharing and
recognizing that we “share the world”.
5. Change comes from the citizens of a place itself. Change can only be driven when
the people who make the city up drive and demand it. That is why, it is important to
be educated and aware of the issues around you, and speak up to facilitate change
with people who are in power.
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Speaker Summaries:
Barbara Seed
• Dietary guidelines have been a framework for national, provincial and municipal
food guides for decades. Changes in healthy eating patterns and the discoveries
of the environmental impacts due to conventional farming and processed foods
have resulted in change of food guides across the world. Emerging messages from
literature on dietary guidelines have shown a need for: a primarily plant-based diet;
reducing meat consumption; selecting seasonal; field grown fruits and vegetables;
choosing water as the drink of choice; limiting highly processed foods; and choosing
certified foods such as fish.
• Dietary guidelines must communicate a message perfectly balanced between
enjoying the food we consume, nourishing our bodies, and limiting overconsumption. Policies and strategies need to promote this healthy eating
environment. The mentality of food, and how we consumer it, needs to transition
from “What are we eating?” to “How are we eating?” Answering this question calls
for a holistic lens.
• What’s more, the environmental impact of the food industry today must also be
reflected in key messages from dietary guidelines. Internationally, countries such
as Brazil, Sweden and Qatar food guides are incorporating this critical message.
Brazil’s food guide notes, “healthy diets derive from socially and environmentally
sustainable food systems”. As Barbara Seed says, “Within this time of eco-grief,
we need to think of food as positive and regenerating, not sacrificing.” There are
many factors to consider when creating integrated food policies. Dietary guidelines
around the world are changing and calling for nutrient-based guidelines vs. foodbased guidelines, conscious enjoyment vs. mindless
• habits, and responsibly, locally grown foods vs. energy intensive, wasteful, highly
processed foods.
Bryan Dale
• Farming in Canada is influenced by two main theoretical underpinnings: capitalist
ecology and capitalist agriculture. The number of farms in Canada is decreasing,
with only 0.7% of the population able to call themselves farmers. Through the
consumer lens, food is seen as a commodity; more is demanded every day, but the
average consumer is relatively ignorant to the processes and energy required to
acquire that food. There is a major disconnect between consumers and producers of
food, and this disconnect further perpetuates the capitalistic mentality towards the
food system.
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The capitalistic nature of Canada’s food system has had serious environmental
impacts and major impacts to climate change. What does it even mean to “grow
green” or “eat clean”? The awareness of climate change and farming with respect
to consumers are low. Half of consumers are motivated to “eat clean” by health
concerns, with only a small portion of people actually aware of the environmental
impact and support small-scaled farming for the climate change aspect. Simple
narratives such as “eat vegan” can be dangerous. Reducing meat consumption
has been scientifically and academically proven to be beneficial to human health
and ecological health. But what is truly better for the environment? Eating a highly
processed, energy-intensive “beyond meat” burger, or an organic, grass-fed beef
burger? In this case, the latter; grass-fed beef and the farming practices involved
can actually be less energy intensive, help with carbon sequestration, and produce
less greenhouse gas emissions.
Two key messages emerge from Dale’s talk: there is an imminent need for a
producer-consumer alliance with regards to farming and food; and the nature of
sustainable farming needs to be taught to consumers and politicians in order to
tackle the issues within the food system.

Jennifer Sumner
• Many countries have food guides, but what behavioural change or outcomes arise
from these guides? Are noninfectious or chronic diseases mitigated or stopped
with a new food guide? What about environmental degradation? Jennifer Sumner
discusses the importance of critical food guidance; questioning and critiquing the
components and interconnected aspects that shape food guides. Critical food
guidance analyzes problems in a fresh way, aims to design alternative pathways
that lead to out-of-the-box results, and challenge the status quo. Using a critical
lens involves four main practices: 1) examining the evidence, 2) relating it to values
and self-reflecting or re-assessing those values, 3) questioning power, and 4) striving
for positive social change.
• Pioneers of critical food guidance, including Francis Moore Lappé, Joan Dye Gussow
and Kate Clancy, and Charles Levkoe, have pushed for the need of consumer
education. Consumers should be aware of the impact that certain food industries
have on the environment, and how to best nourish themselves within sustainable
parameters. While some consumers are open to change, others find “sustainable
diets” threatening and confusing. As we eat our way towards meaningful change,
concepts must be questioned. Critical food guidance aims for decision-makers,
consumers and producers to ask: for what purpose? For whom will this benefit? By
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whom are these changes be made by? The topic and discussion need to be enriched
and expanded, and if done holistically, critical food guidance can be a vehicle for
food system change.
Sarah Elton
• There is a general consensus from the updated Canadian Food Guide; a plantheavy diet is encouraged, which is designed to support healthy Canadian bodies.
But what if healthy means something outside the human body? Sarah Elton takes a
different approach to classifying food as “healthy” or “unhealthy” and encourages
Indigenous theory and ontology to be taken into consideration when determining
what is health. Indigenous theory and ontology suggest that health is a state of
being, that is co-produced by humans and nonhumans in nature. This mentality
challenges the idea of humans being superior than other organisms or even natural
processes. The industrial, or conventional, food system currently in place leads to
climate change and environmental degradation.
• In this context, the ecological determinants of health are not being met. Human
health is dependent on systems that are inherently linked to food systems. Humans
depend on oxygen, water, food; the ozone layer; nutrient cycling; marine and
freshwater system sources of food and detoxification; materials, energy, and a
stable climate. If the current food system is threatening the essentials of life, how
can food possibly be “healthy” or “sustainable”?
• A systems thinking approach is needed to understand human health. With this
approach, microbial life, water systems, soil systems, biodiversity, pollinators,
emissions, nutrient management, waste, climate all need to be considered.
Key Learnings & Messages:
1. Healthy diets derive from socially and environmentally sustainable food systems
2. Within this time of eco-grief, we need to think of food as positive and regenerating,
not sacrificing
3. Major lobbyists and stakeholders in the food industry have an incredible influence
on dietary guidelines
4. To create more integrated food policies for the future, a holistic lens is needed
5. Dietary guidelines have a more far-reaching impact that just individuals and
household eating habits
6. Food sovereignty and agroecology are concepts/practices that can be used to fight
climate change
7. Consumers need to be educated and aware of the life cycle of a food product
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8. Food needs to become “de-fetishized” in order for behavioural change in
consumption (and production) to change for the better
9. “Eaters” have more political weight than the 0.7% of Canadians who are farmers.
These people, once educated and aware, can influence their politicians
10. Eating “vegan” doesn’t necessarily mean sustainable; the “beyond meat” burger
is more energy intensive, more processed, and includes more ingredients than a
simple grass-fed beef burger
11. Food guidance is an umbrella concept; food guidelines are scientifically based, while
food guides contain simplified information to assist decision-makers.
12. “How is it we find the status quo ‘objective’, and we denounce anything that
challenges that status quo as ‘subjective’?”
13. An array of qualified individuals is needed to create food policies, such as
nutritionists, experts in academics, food policy, agriculture, etc.
14. Food, and food systems, are interconnected with the environment, economy, society,
culture, and governance
15. Educated consumers need to make food choices that not only enhance their own
health, but enhance the protection of the natural environment
16. Food guides and policies should result in changes in dietary behaviour, lowering the
risk on non-infectious chronic diseases, and reduce environmental degradation
17. But what if healthy means something outside the human body?
18. Health is a state of being, that is co-produced by humans and nonhumans in
nature.
19. Human health is incredibly dependent on ecological systems. Why aren’t we
protecting and caring for these systems?
20. Food systems contribute 21-37% of the anthropogenic GHGs to the global climate.
21. Not only are there social determinants of health, but perhaps more importantly,
there are ecological determinants of health. These are being threatened and
degraded with
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Speaker Summaries:
Christian Abizaid: Christian has mainly done his work on the Amazon basin where he analyses
the annual flooding of the Ucayali River and the way that this is changing with respect to
the increasing threat of climate change. He presented the way that people react in floods,
droughts, food shortages and their adjustment in variability of coping strategies of small
indigenous and newcomer communities. He stated that in 2011, the river had experienced
higher flooding than normal. The community had different behaviours with respect to
food gathering, and whether people left the area or stayed. Christian also touched on the
inequalities people experience in terms of flooding exposure and their coping mechanisms of
indigenous and minority communities.
Esther Lambert: Esther is interested in the effectiveness of emergency response and the
efficacy of these tactics in Dominican after hurricane Erika. The vulnerability of people living in
remote areas is a significant part of her research where she analyzes where minority groups
are living and the landscape which can make it dangerous to live there and the lack of access
to some of these places. She is interested in social protection to provide a comprehensive suite
of resources such as shelter, relief items, psychological support for individuals that happen to
be caught in these natural disasters that are intensified by climate change.
Romila Verma: Romila discussed the four-pillar approach to sustainability of water
management. The four pillars are spirituality and philosophy, science and technology behind
the solution, economic finance and management and governance. There are very complex
interactions in the hydrosphere and the depletion and pollution have a significant role to play
in management. It is undeniable that we are in a global water crisis and the four-pillar method
demonstrates that if one of the pillars is lacking it weakens the other pillars that perpetuate
vulnerability to continue inequality, depletion and contamination of our suffering water
systems.

Key Learnings & Messages:
1. I learned that people behave differently when impacted differently based on life
experience, age, economic status, education status, house size, and risk.
2. Communication is a significant aspect of accomplishing tasks together.
3. Interesting how Romila proposed the 4 pillars of sustainable water management are a
good tactic to highlight that they are interdependent and all fail if one fails.
4. I thought that the people approach discussed in Esther’s presentation is what related to
how we approach issues in the MScSM program because it is about relationships and how
we can communicate, collaborate, and overcome issues together.
5. I learned that managing water is a lot harder than initially thought because it is such an
interconnected sphere, but, by increasing awareness and tactics to better managing water,
more people can participate to halt freshwater depletion.
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Speaker Summaries:
Attila Lendvai:
• Human psychology/brain serves as a microcosm that is part of Earth and the
environment, which is the macrocosm. In order to create sustainability in the
macrocosm we must achieve sustainability of the microcosm first. Attila Lendvai
promotes the Attlas Project which teaches self-evident experiential knowledge. As
immune system protects the physical body, we can apply the Analogous Ultimate
Methodology (AUM) to human psychology.
• Allopathic healthcare only looks at the physical brain, but psychology is
metaphysical, therefore pharmaceuticals are unsustainable for the microcosm. AUM
looks at metaphysical “malware” and promotes mindfulness as a way to scan the
microcosm for such malware. “Egos” such as fear, anger, and lust, seek to control
human resources of the microcosm and become evident if we don’t practice AUM.
Similarly, corporations are psychopathic, and the egos of the macrocosm which
seek to take over human resources while putting pressure on the individual and
the microcosm. We must eliminate the ego to release this pressure and protect the
microcosm and therefore the macrocosm. This requires us to go on a downward
cycle before we can go on an upward one.
• We can practice AUM through the steps of: Diagnose egos responsible for
experience, Analysis – journaling, Synthesis – comprehension, Catharsis, Liberation,
and Self-knowledge.
• Technology is part of the problem with the egos but can also be part of the solution.
AUM technology method serves as a self-knowledge mirror to the soul to promote
sustainability of the microcosm. This provides spaces to hang out and share things
anonymously to self-manage the microcosm.
Leah Marajh:
• Phnom Kulen, Cambodia holds great significance for the people in the area as
an ancient city with sources of water that are considered to be holy but is also
scattered with landmines across the area. The forested area is occupied by two
government organizations, one private organization and locals, creating a mixed
use area. The forest has been historically mismanaged as it was used for slash and
burn agriculture and forest cover cleared for cashew nut farming.
• In 2017 the Ministry of Environment created an action plan to protect the forest.
This action plan created various zones including: Core zone forest - strictly protected,
Conservation zone – buffer zone, Community zone - local villages, Sustainable youth
zone – small scale youth businesses for cashew nuts
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The plan also promoted alternate livelihoods that are sustainable and protect the
forests such as non-timber forest products, wild fruits and vegetables, butterfly
farming, piped water supply. Ecotourism was also a part of the plan as regular
tourism rarely benefited locals because it is run by a tour company.
Climate change awareness is increasing but depends on where you are. Phnom
Kulen has a strong presence of the Ministry of Environment so they acknowledge
a shift in climate that may be related to loss of trees. They are unsure however, of
alternative livelihoods that promote climate resilience, because agriculture has been
the traditional livelihood. As a result, conservation of the forest is welcome if local
can stay on their land and use it for farming.

Michael Ross:
• Human population projections suggest that the population could reach 28.6
billion based on current fertility rates by the end of the century. The Bible says “go
forth and multiply” but how does this ethos contribute to unsustainability and
overpopulation.
• Pope Francis believes in climate change and in his “Laudato Si” he does not
critique overpopulation but rather the hypocrisy of developed countries’ and
their consumerism. It is noted that industrialized countries experience drops in
population growth as people have less children while developing nations are stuck
in high population growth. It is high levels of consumerism from developed nations
however, that have the most damaging effects of Earth as they promote a way of
living for the minority that is unsustainable universally.
• Researchers show that people want contraception but have no access to it, as
churches are involved in political coercion that pushes anti-contraception beliefs.
Ross calls for a change in the church’s sexual teachings based on the reality we
live in today. The church teaches that contraception is intrinsically wrong, and
regulating fertility is unnatural, but Ross argues that so are fossil fuels. The common
ground for secular and religious beliefs lies in creating a definition for responsible
parenthood. Through this we can undo some of the beliefs about procreation and
religion.
Robert K. Logan:
• The Anthropocene is characterized by the impact of humans on the planet. There
is no precise starting point, but humans have had a damaging effect on the planet
throughout the Anthropocene that threatens our own existence.
• The six stages of the Anthropocene are: (1) Began with arrival of humans –
paleoanthropocene – hunted megafauna, cleared forests, megafauna extinction
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has continued, (2) Neolithic revolution – changes distribution of plants, (3) Global
trade Anthropocene – brought new species, (4) Industrial revolution – British had
no trees and used coal, coal mining brought about steam engine, (5) Petrol electric
Anthropocene – discovery of petroleum and electricity, (6) Destroying human life on
the planet
We have lived on the idea that growth has no limit and we are only recently
realizing that this is not true. Humans traditionally are inclined to stockpile in order
to survive, however we no longer live in a society where this is the case as we have
developed significantly since those times. Our inclination to have more and more
has hurt the planet and longterm human survival.
We are now past a point of sustainability. There is an inevitable crisis looming and
the only way to avoid it is by adopting resilience of the species. Logan ended by
expressing interest in the MScSM program and getting involved, though it is unclear
what his beliefs regarding the program are considering he believes that the time for
sustainability is over.

Key Learnings & Messages:
1. There are limits to growth – a significant theme in this program
2. Sustainability begins with humanity and the self
3. What is the role of religion in promoting sustainability? How do we bridge gaps
between sustainability and religious teachings?
4. Interesting debates regarding overpopulation vs. consumption. Which is the greater
evil?
5. Phnom Kulen takes an interesting and seemingly very socially and economically
sustainable approach to promoting environmental sustainability. Protecting forests
through providing better wellbeing socially and economically for local residents.
How do we increase education of long-term goals of sustainability to locals who
may not know about these ideas?
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Speaker Summaries:
Kevin Smiley’s research on disaster vulnerability is primarily focused on Greater
Houston and explores how urbanization may lead to an increase in environmental risks.
In Houston’s case, this means unpredictable flooding led by an increase in urbanization.
Kevin seeks to understand how changes in land cover from natural landscapes to
impervious ones are linked to flood risks during disasters in Greater Houston and
contrasts the results with national findings. He states that the primary factors that lead
to land cover change are income, race and education, and therefore urbanization is
primarily occurring in different communities as middle class families begin to afford
housing.
Leith Deacon’s research explores how land use tools and policy roles can contribute
to sustainable development. He explores how people can engage in the public policy
discussion in their community and the current disconnect between what the public
perceive planners to do versus what they are actually doing. Finally, Leith’s research
shows that transparency, education, engagement and mobilization are some role that
land use tools and policy can play in articulating sustainable development.
Vivek Aulnathan’s research seeks to develop and implement a life cycle sustainability
assessment platform for the Canadian egg industry. This platform will help farmers
to assess sustainability performance, analyze new best practices, as well as new
technologies.
Key Learnings & Messages:
1. The important role planners play in developing local resiliency and the demand for
public engagement for change
2. That there is an existing link between flood risk and social inequality
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Day 3 | Oct. 18, 2019 | 13:30 | MN 3180
Speaker Summaries:
Elaine Huang:
• The presenter presented about the Transdisciplinary Collaboration: A Growing
Model for International Sustainability and Resilience Research, Key arguments for
this new type of research collaboration are: 1. research on complex sustainability
problems requires the constructive input from various communities of knowledge;
2. research on solution options requires knowledge production beyond problem
analysis; 3. Collaborative efforts between researchers and non-academic
stakeholders promises to increase legitimacy, ownership (Lang et al 2012).
• Central to these models of working is an emphasis on collective meaning-making,
which has been variously interpreted as social learning (Reed et al 2010); knowledge
co-production (Harvey et al 2019); team learning (Decuyper et al 2010); knowledge
brokering & exchange (Fazey et al 2013); and more. While each of these approaches
bears its own features, traditions, and areas of emphasis, common to nearly
all in the context of formalized collaborations (such as partnerships, consortia,
or teams) is a facilitation or mediation function that helps to broker dialogue
between differently-situated parties in the collaboration. For Scholz & Steiner (2015)
transdisciplinary is, by definition, a facilitated process of mutual learning between
science and society. Definitions vary, but for Groot and Maarleveld a facilitator
is responsible for the management of the change process in a participatory
intervention. In practice this proves a complex task.
• She firmly believes that Strong links to joint enterprise (collective understanding of
research problems) and mutual engagement (trust, cohesion, commitment) in our
communities of practice framework. Collective understanding of research problems
is particularly important in the context of messy and unstructured problems like the
ones confronted in sustainability research.
• Systemic barriers and enablers to learning processes and outcomes: Her
findings highlight the important value that social learning processes can add to
transdisciplinary collaboration on sustainability challenges. But they also highlight
where deep systemic barriers persist: (1) Inequity in North/South partnerships, (2)
Financial barriers (organizational systems; fund disbursement; etc.), (3) Persistent
knowledge hierarchies, (4) Financial and grant management systems that still
privilege ‘command and control’ models of practice (though this is changing!
Dongmen Chen:
• The talk was about the Identifying Forest Road Construction Year by Integrating
Change Detection from Historical Remotely Sensed Images and Knowledge-Based
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Connectivity Rules where he touches the below points
Different indexes are extracted including: NDVI, TC_Greeness, TC_Brightness. Those
indexes along with individual bands are compared to check which spectral band
and index can highlight road the best. B5 (short-wave infrared) was selected to
use for the road detection procedure with Landsat MSS data and demonstrates
the greatest percentage of change between non-road and road pixel values. Road
pixels can be easily distinguished from non-road pixels and are much easier to
isolate with threshold values. NDVI was also suitable to use in the road detection
procedure However, it tended to expose less areas of road pixels than Band 5 due
to vegetation coverage
Current Road Network Data Used: Merge Ontario Road Network and MNR Road
Segments into one layer and use the merged network as a mask to extract road
pixels from the Landsat images. There are huge mmisplacement of MNR Road
Segments with respect to Ontario Road Network road segments (and vice versa),
disjointed road segments from the MNR Road Segment dataset, Road segments
that appear in Landsat MSS imagery are not represented in MNR Road Segment or
Ontario Road Network datasets, corrected when the layers were merged to form a
complete road network of the study area.

Ramazan Caner Sayan:
• The speaker talks about the Examination of Soft Power (Diplomacy) in Inter-Basin
Water Transfer Project Aimed at Connecting Lake Chad and the Congo River where
he specifically talks about the Lake chad. ‘[S]oft power is the ability to affect others
to obtain outcomes one wants through attraction rather than coercion or payment’
(Nye, 2008: 94). Tactics and strategies: Agenda-setting, issue-linkage, securitization,
exclusion from/delaying/blocking a process, demonstration of leadership and
knowledge construction. Securitization: A discursive mediation process ‘meaning
the issue is presented as an existential threat, requiring emergency measures
and justifying actions outside the normal bounds of political procedures’ (Buzan,
Weaver and de Wilde, 1998: 23-34). Issue-linkage: ‘the simultaneous discussion
of two or more issues for joint settlement’ (Ert, Cohen-Amin and Dinar, 2019:
134), Securitization and issue-linkage may go hand in hand in the politics of
transboundary waters (Daoudy, 2009).
Phan Loan:
• This presentation targeted to investigate the relations between fishing, diverse
economies and protected area management in wetland national parks in the
lower Mekong basin, Vietnam. From the lenses of “diverse economies” to analyze
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current contexts of fishing and propose strategies for sustainable fishing for
small-scale circular economy. That aims to propose an approach for the natural
resource management of wetland national parks more credible with community
engagement, to contribute to social equality and wellbeing and ecological health
for the local social-ecological systems. IWPA is an area with strict conservation
and control values. However, to some extent, these areas are still exploited for
many purposes such as agriculture, aquaculture, tourism, forestry. The argument
that economic development is a tool for maintaining conservation is evidenced in
many studies and reality. Therefore, we suppose that DE is a tool that can promise
many simultaneous effects with the CE approach to minimize environmental
problems and pollution. In key words of themes CE-DE and IWPA, management
and economy and protected are three main key words (figure 2). Those are key
concerns of protected area management when balancing among conversation/
protection – economic efficiency between stakeholders. In the context of climate
change, FAO suggestions in climate change adaptation and mitigation in fishing
emphasize the flexibility and diversity in management as well as livelihoods to
reduce risks and improve adaptation efficiency. CE is also mentioned as a tool to
limit GHG emissions as much as possible. Thereby, a significant reduction of GHG
emissions can be achieved by: reducing energy consumption by bettering feeds and
feed management; reduced transportation of fisheries and aquaculture products;
fuel efficiency of fisheries and aquaculture operations; better engines; low impact
fishing methods and gears as ways to sequester carbon in aquatic ecosystems
The research is conducted in Mekong River Delta (MRD) in Vietnam which has
suffered 3 main threats of hydrological dam construction in upstream Mekong river,
human intervention and climate change (Le et al, 2007). They disrupt agriculture
and fishery, exaggerate conflicts in land-water use and challenge natural resource
management. Diversifying livelihoods is considered as a solution to improve
adaptive capacity of local communities
The revenue is mainly from from 6 sources (figure 12): entrance fee (6.8%),
transportation service (28%), fishing (53.3%), food service (6.8), souvenirs selling
(2.5%) and others (2.6%) in 2016; however, in 2015 and 2017 due to the decline
in fishing visitors, that made a significant decrease on revenue that year (figure
12). In term of community engagement, UMTNP tends to collaborate with local
communities in core and buffer zones to diverse tourism products. Besides on the
traditional tourism products like forest cuisine, the people in the buffer zone have
plan to grown orchards such as longan, pineapple, dragon fruit, banana, grapefruit,
etc. for orchards tourism in the future. In Vietnam in general and in two national
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parks, there is no requirement of licence for fishing. Everyone having passion and
equipping with a simple rob (which cost about 10.000 VND (50 cents) and paying
for fishing fee all can do fishing. Although there are some regulations related
to fishing equipment like just using fishing rob, no fish nets or electric shocking,
fishing regulations are quite loosening and depend on self-awareness of tourists.
Comparing to UMTNP, Tram Chim has stricter regulation of fishing and also attract
more tourists for fishing.
Illegal fishing: As most national parks in Vietnam, illegal fishing happens quite often
in buffer zones and local authority can use financial punishment as a temporal
solution, besides, they do education and propaganda or build up the dyke around
and plant bamboos to stop local people illegally intrusing into the parks. Not only
in fishery, the fish sources of two national parks are vital for tourism activities
with mainly in recreational fishing and providing fish as specialty in restaurants.
In Tram Chim National Park, recreational fishing services account for the largest
proportion (45.5%) from tourism revenue and the national park also provide
other fish related recreational activities like catching fish and cooking fresh fish
for tourists. In UMT, 80% revenue of tourism from recreational fishing (Kien Giang
people’s committee, UMTNP, 2017). However, those facts have shown that a fragile
risk of conflicts between tourism development with the remaining poor local
community. Especially when poor people living in the surrounding area depend
on fish and other wetland resources found at Tram Chim for their daily living.
Following national regulations, Tram Chim and UMT National Park outlawed all
forms of resource exploitation, creating much resentment from local communities.
Still, illegal fishing for commercial purposes, especially those using harmful fishing
methods such as electro-fish shocking, threatened the aquatic biodiversity of
Tram Chim (Tran & Barzen, 2016). That marks a big question of the sustainable
fishing between economic growth – conservation – social justice. In the context
of climate change, over and unsustainable exploitation of water in the upstream
Mekong river delta. For the rural protected area in MRD, the proposed strategies
in diverse economies for sustainable fishing in small scaled circular economy
includes: Increased complexity and diversity in livelihood systems normally add to
the number, size and spread of flows of food, income and other resources (figure 5).
Diversity makes resilience. It is also supporting the responsibility of provincial and
municipal governments in raising standards of living and increasing opportunities
for poor households. Thereby, in protected areas/national parks, besides on
protected approach which is supported by restricted regulations of managers/
foresters. Control and eliminate illegal trafficking activities of freshwater fish and
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wild animals and set a carry loading for fishing in buffer zone to bring benefits for
local communities. Especially with UMT, the regulation of benefit sharing of fishing
is necessary to be clear in documents to reduce conflicts in the future.
Key Learnings & Messages:
1. Social learning can transform the practice and the outcomes of transdisciplinary
research collaborations for sustainability by:
2. Building trust, understanding, and shared commitment across diverse partnerships.
3. Enabling the emergence of new and re-structured forms of knowledge
4. Facilitation is emerging as a critical, yet under-theorized dimension of effective
transdisciplinary collaboration.
5. International collaborations are adopting this learning orientation - but deeper
barriers challenge its transformative potential.
6. Confronting lasting biases in North-South collaboration;
7. Addressing the norms of practice at the system level (in funders, program design,
academic incentives) that have yet to catch up.
8. Circular economy is a considerable and necessary strategy for sustainability in
protected areas
9. Various germ cells for diverse economy in small scaled circuler economy in WPA in
MRD: Ddecentralizationn stewarship, interdependence of stakeholders
10. However, regulations and implementation of regulations in fishing are wicked
problems, yet it can be regulated by local authority.
11. Rethinking inland water protected areas management in economic and ecological
terms. Diverse economies approach can ensure sustainable exploitation, avoid
conflicts between different forms of market economy and self-sufficiency.
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CC1: Humanizing Sustainability: What Can Environmental Humanities Bring to Sustainability Thinking?
Day 3 | Oct. 18, 2019 | 15:30 | MN 2100
Key Learnings & Messages:
1. Importance of storytelling and how corporations have engrained a way of life to
communities without the communities questioning it
2. Pursuing new sustainability strategies can be successful only if the culture of the
people it affects, is understood.
3. Sustainability solutions might need to be tailored to communities for it to be
adapted wholeheartedly.
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Speaker Summaries:
Jacob Remes: Disasters As Suffering Out of Place
• Jacob discussed critical disasters as being the anti-technocratic movement, their
definition as a social construct, and their interdisciplinary nature. He talked about
the Halifax Explosion, and how the ammunition was supposed to kill German
soldiers in WWI, but instead it killed Canadian citizens. Since the explosion
happened at home in Canada, not on the German front, it was termed a “disaster”.
Jacob discussed that “disaster” is deemed different than suffering from ordinary
poverty because disasters disrupt order. Distance from the subject, and if the
suffering affects white heteronormative families can also determine if suffering
requires a response. Jacob’s view is that both the sufferes and the helpers must
agree a response is required.
• Jacob used the metaphor of Weed Science to illustrate how states think about
disaster. Weed scientists were new to their field, they didn’t have a fancy Latin name
compared to their co-sectors, they didn’t have their own departments in Universities,
and they were dominated by chemical companies. Furthermore, they desired an
increase in importance, and were looking for biological and objective characteristics
of what a weed is. Doing this replaces the subjective knowledge of farmers with the
objective knowledge of scientists. Then, only the knowledge from a lab or university
became important, not what actually happened in the field. Similarly, disaster
scientists are concerned that they can’t define what they’re studying, are insecure
about their field, and are trying to find an objective definition for a subjective topic.
• Jacob describes how places where we expect natural disaster to occur become
areas needed to be “sacrificed for the national good”, for example nuclear plants in
the USA. Suffering is “in place” when it happens in a sacrifice zone. Suffering out of
place can end when the people who are suffering say “no more”, like China saying
we won’t accept North American recycling. Also, climate change is altering where
the sacrifice zones are. Now “suffering in place” is being experienced in rich areas
like New York and Hilton Head. Since rich people are now suffering, action is more
likely to occur.
Ryan Hagen : Catastrophe and Sustainability in the Technosphere
• Ryan discussed how the aftermath of hurricane Maria reflects our growing
dependency on infrastructure in the technosphere. The technosphere compromises
built structures, human networks, technology, livestock and agriculture, mass energy
and information flows; it is the human-built world. Ryan used images and examples
to illustrate our dependency on cell phones and medical services, and how humans
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cannot escape and survive without this infrastructure. Furthermore, technology
and infrastructure are not passive expressions of human society and tools, but
constituents of the human experience.
Ryan also discussed the concept of there being “no natural disasters.” Disasters
are triggered by earth systems, but their effects manifest in the technosphere. For
example, the anticipatory blackouts in California were meant to prevent forest
fires, but the power outages actually triggered more “disasters” like an increase in
cardiac arrest and traffic accidents.
To define what disaster is, Ryan looked at emergency management response
data, and how the agency tried to deal with small infrastructure issues before they
escalated into major problems. Their work involved organizing the built environment
like electric grids, crowd control, water mains, etc. Mapping emergency response
data showed that disaster response was concentrated in 2 areas, the central
business district and Wall Street. Disaster in New York city seems to happen in
areas of privilege, where people are used to things going according to plan. Here,
the emergency management’s attempts to protect people from disaster actually
increased inequality.
Ryan concluded by talking about socially produced disaster vulnerability, and
how emergency managers should not alleviate social vulnerabilities; they should
treat symptoms, not their root causes. Finally, the burden to create sustainability
falls on people who cannot afford it, and the only reason we are now moving to
sustainability is for the benefit of the rich.

Key Learnings & Messages:
1. Disasters are defined by their effects on humans and our ability to function in the
technosphere
2. “Disasters” are social constructs used to activate resources and aid
3. Disasters are being discussed more because, in today’s climate crisis, there is
increasing numbers of white, rich, hetero-normative people suffering
4. Finding an objective definition for disasters that are subjective by nature is
challenging and can interfere with the ways they are managed - This point is related
to how defining sustainability is very challenging, and in the MScSM program we
frequently discuss what sustainability means, and how its definition must be holistic
and change with time
5. Suffering is relative, which must be considered when trying to mitigate and protect
communities from disaster
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Speaker Summaries:
Colin Campbell presented about the work of his company, Greensaver. His presentation
introduced the problem that his company identified which is the high amount of energy
that is being used by homes on a daily basis for electricity and heating. By utilizing new
technologies, the company has been able to do flyovers of different neighborhoods
and actually map the use of energy in each home. Not only are they able to identify
the inefficiencies, but they are able to service those homes and retrofit utilities within
the home to help promote energy efficiency. These systems have benefits for the
environment with a reduction of resources, the municipality by creating less reliance
and usage of public utilities, economic costs for the homeowners, and there’s an
educational aspect that is informing communities about their energy consumption and
inefficiencies they may have not been aware of
Damla Rurak Usar from Turkey presented her work on the effects of sustainable
initiatives on competition during implementation into an industry. She was able
to create hypotheses for the positive and negative effect that the sustainability
implementation one company can have on the industry as a whole. She introduced
the methods used to identify the companies and industry that she analyzed and by
reviewing various data sets she was able to use 587 manufacturing companies to
complete the analysis. Her analysis was based on an equation with variables that
reflected comparable practices companies did or did not partake in with regards
to sustainability. The results showed that sustainability initiatives are proven to
be expensive for first time entrants and that companies will still tend to invest in
sustainability to gain advantages in the long run regardless of the lack of financial
return in the short-term. Companies continue to look at investing in sustainability
initiatives for future net benefits.
Elli Meleti from the University of Glasgow presented on her work of Human
Sustainability and the study she completed on understanding the relationship of
relational coordination on the quality of life humans experience in the workplace. In
general in the workplace, there is a lack of limits on what are appropriate expectations
of employers toward their employees in the workplace. Meleti set the framework of
the type of design human systems such as human resources should be following and
looked at different academics and staff in a university setting. The trend she found
was that there was little autonomy, a lack of voice for fear of expression, and heavy
workloads. She concluded that transformation for human well-being begins in the
organizations that they are surrounded by. The positive transformation of their work
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environment can have effects that spill into other areas of their life (i.e. other pillars of
sustainability)
Rolando Victoria presented an overview of his company in the Philippines, ASKI,
a far reaching company with a large portfolio of contributions to the community
in the Philippines. Two areas that he focused on in the presentation were the
ASKI Microfinance Institution and the assistance ASKI is providing for disaster risk
reduction in the community. Some of the primary initiatives ASKI has been taking
has been disaster resiliency efforts such as educating the community, reaching out
and advocating for government programs, and creating insurance programs for
small farmers who may lose crops and income after natural disasters. Their work is
continuing to help these communities become more resilient to the economic hit that
can occur from drastic environmental effects.
Key Learnings & Messages:
1. I was able to see the theoretical, educational, and community application of
sustainability throughout all of these presentations. These speakers had a lot more
of the human connection to sustainability measures such as awareness, education,
and well-being.
2. I was impressed by the efforts in the Philippines to make communities more resilient.
We constantly are thinking about how we can give money to big organizations like
the Red Cross to help with disaster relief, but this begs the question “how can we
make these communities more resilient in the first place?” This becomes more of a
proactive solution and long-lasting rather than something reactive.
3. It was interesting to see how technology can be applied for sustainability- in
this case identifying how we can use it to make communities aware of their
inefficiencies.
4. Sustainability initiatives are a large risk for companies to take on, but they are
consistently willing to implement them even with the upfront costs.
5. Quality of life does have a large effect on human sustainability and can have effects
that ripple out in other areas of our life, in good and bad ways.
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Speaker Summaries:
Araba Amo-Aidoo’s research examines solar energy policy and application in
Ghana towards Sustainability Development Goal 7 and 13. Araba highlights various
recommendations to improve energy consumption and compares and contrasts
initiatives taken from countries across the globe. Recommendations include the
exemption of import taxes on plants and plant parts for electricity generation from
renewable energy resources in order to give it a competitive advantage in local and
sub-regional markets.
Anureet Kaur explores the transition of the urban freight industry in Canada to a
low-carbon economy through her personal experience as a consultant for Purolator.
Transport is the second leading source of greenhouse gas emissions in Canada and
freight is expected to surpass passenger transport emissions within the next 30 days.
Anureet explores how the increase in online shopping trends are impacting retailers
carbon footprint due to shipping as consumers demand faster shipping which prompts
courier to operate faster and repeat routes. Some pathways to reduce emissions are
implementing an intermodal transportation strategy, increasing the uptake of zeroemissions electric fleets, leveraging revenue-recycling opportunities from carbon-pricing
programs, dependence on alternative modes of transportation to address congestion
and industry led initiatives to modernize freight operations.
Mahatab Uddin explores how to innovate and transfer clean energy technologies in the
Post-Paris international economy. He suggests that countries should create a favorable
environment by adopting relevant laws and policies in order to foster research and
development and build a clean technology market such as the introduction of a carbon
tax. The states that this is an opportunity to attract the private sector to invest in clean
technology innovation, to involve developing countries in order to motivate others to
collaborate, as well as an opportunity for south-south cooperation to facilitate carbon
trading mechanisms resulting in technology transfers.
Key Learnings & Messages:
1. The role that freight transport plays in reducing Canada’s greenhouse gas emissions
2. Clean technologies transfers and international response
3. The carbon tax plays at the policy level
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